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EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION

Editor’s Introduction
DR. BEN WETHERBEE

I

N INTRODUCING THIS INAUGURAL volume of The Drover Review,

I want to advance the bold idea that student writing matters as
writing. But what does that mean?
Allow me a roundabout answer. Too often, student writing—
whether its focus is sociology or microbiology, personal narrative or
Renaissance literature—has something in common with, say, a grocery list, garage sale flier, or owner’s manual for a lawnmower. These
are all fairly docile, functionalist genres whose instrumental utility
outstrips their intellectual content. Mary remembers to buy yogurt.
She gets 10 dollars for that old dust-caked shelving unit. She primes
the engine on the new Craftsman. And she gets a B in her Shakespeare class. Writing facilitates all these goals, but even when the
mower starts on cue, readers rarely celebrate an owner’s manual for
its scholarship, craft, and rhetorical sophistication—the criteria that
likely emerge when we speak about a scholarly journal article, New
Yorker book review, or Virginia Woolf essay. In these instances,
writing is understood—and rightly so—as an extension of the author’s personal commitments and intellectual labor. Do these criteria apply toward Mary’s Shakespeare paper? Can they?
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Here’s one way to approach the question. Rhetorician and writing professor Sharon Crowley swaps in a cleverly-placed capital to
distinguish between “writing and Writing”: “there’s writing, which
is the simple ordering and recording of thoughts or information and
which can be done as easily by a secretary or a committee or a machine or a technical writer, since its [authority] is not relevant to its
status as a text; and there’s Writing, what Authors . . . do” (97). The
core matter for Crowley, and the core matter here, is which category
fits student writing. Often, I think, student writing drifts listlessly
into the former, into the realm or grocery lists and lawnmower manuals and other genres of quasi-mechanical functionalism. In this
context, writing is something students do to demonstrate grammatical proficiency, to get a good grade, and to hurdle institutional
gates. At its most banal, this means trotting out perfunctory forms
like the five-paragraph essay on standardized exams. Such exercises
approach student work as lowercase-w writing, thereby eliding the
possibilities of what Crowley might call student Writing by student
Authors. To invite student Writing, the capital-W sort, and to read
it as such means appreciating how students undertake real intellectual work and how their identities and experiences spill onto the
page. This means recognizing students’ authority over their own
prose. Ideally, it also means publishing and circulating excellent examples of such prose—because writing, after all, wants to be read.
So here we are.
MY ARGUMENT, IN SHORT, IS that student writing will be stimulating,
sophisticated, and challenging if two things happen. The first is tautologically obvious, but it bears asserting: instructors will need to
encourage and allow their students to do stimulating, sophisticated,
and challenging writing. I am proud to serve on the faculty of an institution, the University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma, whose
faculty ably meet this condition. USAO asks students to undertake
meaningful, intellectually challenging writing across its disciplines
and as part of its interdisciplinary liberal arts mission. Good writing
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happens here, and it happens because faculty and administration
across the school value writing.
Second, students should see their writing as not just a means to
a grade, but as meaningful action with the potential to intervene in
multiple contexts: in the classroom, yes, but also in scholarly conversations, in cultural debate, in politics—in short, out there in the
discourse of the world. Because meaningful, relevant writing happens at USAO, The Drover Review wants to help circulate the ideas
of USAO students, both across classrooms and beyond the classroom. So, again, here we are.
This journal has been conceived for two primary reasons, the
first of which is unapologetically celebratory. Just as exhibitions and
recitals showcase the craft and hard work of student artists and musicians, The Drover Review showcases student writing for the USAO
community, as well as other audiences interested in the production
and circulation of outstanding undergraduate work. There is proud
precedent at USAO for this sort of effort. The Accent, USAO’s arts
and literature journal, has published creative prose and poetry by
USAO undergraduates since 2013, and The Trend, our student-run
news outlet, has facilitated student journalism for decades. In offering a venue for essayistic and scholarly genres—arguments, analyses, reviews, research projects, and so forth—The Drover Review
fills a different but complementary role in celebrating student writing at this institution.
The second purpose is pedagogical: this journal should provide
a valuable teaching resource. In my own classes, I plan to integrate
Drover Review entries into course syllabi and class discussions. The
works included here will help model structure, research, craft, and
rhetorical strategies for other student writers, and the content of
these essays will provide rich material for us to analyze and debate,
to talk about and write about. These essays will also, I hope, help
students and faculty envision how student writing can break loose
into the world, beyond the strictures of letter grades and 12-point-
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Times-New-Roman formatting—beyond the exclusive and immediate readership of the classroom. Of course, this is not to denigrate
the intellectual work of the classroom itself. Rather, I hope The
Drover Review and publications of its ilk help readers envision the
student text and the classroom as entities dialogically and meaningfully linked to the outside world. As Bruce Horner has argued, academics ought to both “re-value” student writing as “legitimate
academic work” and uphold the writing-intensive classroom as precisely the sort of space that can enable that kind of work (10, 16-17).
To circulate excellent student writing by USAO students, as I see it,
is to affirm both the work of individual authors and that of their
classroom communities on this campus.
THIS VOLUME COMPRISES THREE sections, the first two devoted to the
university’s two-term first-year writing curriculum: Writing I,
USAO’s course on expository, argumentative, analytic, and researched writing; and Writing II, our course on literary analysis and
scholarly research. The third section is devoted to a wide-ranging
breadth of upper-level writing across the disciplines.
Leading off this volume’s inaugural cluster of Writing I essays,
Sadie Wright’s “Swan Lake’s Got Nothing on this Suicide” offers a
personal argument about the trials of ballet dancing and its dangers
of abuse. Eren Hall, in “The Gunslinger, Who Is Also Named Gun
Slinger,” then transports readers into a dream narrative set in a
high-tech transmutation of the Wild West. And finally, in a pair of
researched arguments, Jake Marion explores Star Trek’s ability to
inspire real-world innovation in “To Boldly Go,” while Matthew
Thomas, in “Occupation and Self-Worth,” reflects on the coupling of
these titular themes in Alfred Lubrano’s essay “Bricklayer’s Boy.”
Together, these essays bespeak the wide range of intellectual work
students undertake in USAO’s first-term writing course.
The inaugural cluster of Writing II essays begins with Baylee Tassey’s “Peeling Back the Paper,” a short, incisive reader-response
analysis of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s “The Yellow Wallpaper.”
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Next, Korbyn Peebles’s “Love and Its Expressions in Atwood’s Poem
‘[You Fit into Me]’” dives deep into a short Margaret Atwood poem
to unearth a dualistic understanding of human love. From there, Tia
McCarley’s “Prince Florian Has a Name” critiques the figure of the
Prince Archetype as it appears in a series of Disney films, and Ketia
Henderson’s “Psychosocial Development in Coraline” reviews
scholarship on Neil Gaiman’s children’s novel, which she reads as
an extended parable about autonomy and growth. The range of close
reading, scholarly research, and diverse textual analysis embodied
in these essays aptly illustrates the scope of USAO’s second-term
writing course.
The third section of essays extends from 2000-, 3000-, and
4000-level courses from across USAO’s curriculum; these essays
represent the disciplines of Psychology, Literature, and Rhetoric, as
well as Interdisciplinary Studies courses in Life Sciences and World
Thought, plus the capstone Senior Seminar. In the first of these essays, “Sexuality, Stigma, and Science,” Emily Rand traces the asymmetrical treatment of female and male sexuality across scholarship,
literature, and pop culture. Next, Baylee Bozarth’s “Allegorical Domestic Violence in ‘The-Birthmark’” offers a close look at issues of
gender and power in a famous story by Nathaniel Hawthorne, while
another piece of incisive literary criticism, McKenzie Schooley’s
“Jekyll and Hyde: A Case Study” then examines Robert Louis Stevenson’s classic as a reflection of patriarchal hegemony and psychological repression. The fourth entry, Shauna Medina’s “Parents in
Prison and the Silent Victims,” reviews and synthesizes scholarship
on the detrimental effects of parental incarceration on children. In
a pair of rhetorical analyses, “Cult of Misinformation” and “The Enthymematic Connotations of Trump’s God and Devil Terms,” Genevieve Gordon and Destani Malicoat Capps then respectively address
the strange, ambiguous power of term “organic” in food discourse
and President Trump’s effective but manipulative strategies of political persuasion. Finally, Karis Jones, in “Hallucinogens and the
Evolution of Humankind,” surveys a wide array of scientific, artistic,
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and cultural evidence for the role of hallucinogenic drugs in the role
of human development, arguing for the positive, creative role of
such consciousness-altering substances. The staggering range of intellectual and scholarly material that these essays cover reflects the
expansive role scholarly and essayistic writing plays across USAO’s
majors and disciplines.
In assembling this volume, the Editorial Board wished to showcase the first-year writing courses in particular, but also represent
the range of cross- and interdisciplinary writing that occurs across
the majors and the Interdisciplinary Studies curriculum. We are beyond pleased with the range and quality of work students submitted
to each of the Writing I, Writing II, and cross-disciplinary clusters.
We received significantly more good work than we are able to publish in this volume and thus had to turn away many strong submissions. Such decisions made our jobs significantly more difficult. But
this is also sort of difficulty an editor hopes to encounter.
I will also note that The Drover Review is proud to recruit current
USAO students to serve on its Editorial Board, though we do not
prohibit those students from also submitting work to the journal.
Our board members Genevieve Gordon and Ketia Henderson each
submitted work to the inaugural volume. They were each exempted
from reviewing and assessing their own submissions, but the rest of
the board overwhelmingly elected to publish both Genevieve and
Ketia’s work here.
THE INAUGURAL VOLUME OF THIS journal represents the efforts of
many. First and foremost, for their hard work, creativity, and enthusiasm, I thank all the USAO students who submitted their writing to
this volume. Put simply, your good work is why this journal exists.
I owe an especial thanks to my friend and colleague Shelley
Rees, The Drover Review’s Managing Editor, for her tireless, manifold help in getting this project rolling. Thanks, as well, go out to
other members of the Editorial Board—faculty members Tonnia Anderson and John Bruce and the aforementioned students Genevieve
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and Ketia—for their hard work evaluating submissions and promoting the journal. Thanks, also, to members of Shelley’s technical writing class for helping to develop promotional materials for the
journal, and to Beckie Hilburn for helping us advertise the journal
through the Communications and Marketing office.
And, of course, I thank the many additional faculty who have
promoted this journal to their students and whose writing assignments have yielded submissions to this volume. Those include
Brenda Brown, Stephen Weber, Misty Steele, Jeannette Loutsch, Jason Shaw, Lee Hester, James Finck, and Zachary Simpson, among
others. The Drover Review is fortunate to have so many supporters
and cheerleaders across campus, even in its infancy.
So here we are. Finally, I thank you, the readers of this journal,
for your interest in the remarkable work of the remarkable student
writers represented here. For student writing to matter as writing,
we’ll need intellectually curious readers to treat it as such. I invite
you to do just that. ►►

►► WORKS CITED
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HORNER, BRUCE. “Re-Valuing Student Writing.” Teaching with Student
Texts: Essays Toward an Informed Practice, edited by Joseph Harris
et al., Utah State UP, 2010, pp. 9-23.
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Swan Lake’s Got Nothing on
this Suicide
SADIE WRIGHT
In this impassioned personal narrative, Sadie Wright reflects on the
bitter disappointment of a dancing career cut short by injury and
abuse. She implores other aspiring ballet dancers to stand up for their
rights as students and performers. This essay was written for Writing
I with Dr. Ben Wetherbee.

I

signed me up for my first ballet lesson. We lived in Chickasha, a small town in southwest Oklahoma, which had only one of every business: one hardware
store, one diner, one bowling alley, and one dance studio. I don’t
remember much of the studio beyond it being small, with green trim
and a barre we never used. After each recital, we’d start thinking
about the next one, or if we were doing a holiday dance, we’d focus
on that first. I never had any complaints, but my mom did. A year
before we moved, she started complaining that none of the older
kids had their recital dances memorized. She had other things to
complain about, too: Why weren’t we being taught on the barre during ballet? Why aren’t we being taught how to stretch? And so on.
And now that I look back, she was right. The more I learned about a
real ballet class, the more I learned I was missing out on.
WAS THREE WHEN MY MOM
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This whole thing wouldn’t have happened if my uncle hadn’t
drunk himself into a coma. I won’t go into much detail beyond that.
My family consisted of me, Mom, Gramma, my aunt, her husband,
their two sons, and my uncle, who was now in the hospital. Supposedly, he had married a woman from Russia and had a son with her,
but I don’t remember much of them. The divorce happened and she
took off, taking the kid with her. I guess that’s what started the
drinking, and since my family was so small, my mom decided we’d
move across the state to be with them and help. We figured we’d
move into his condo until he was released and look after his cats,
and with the move came a new dance studio.
The only reason I was put into Advanced Ballet for Teens was
the experience I had. I believe it was upwards of seven years at that
point. There was no audition to see my talent. No interviews. This
was simply a small suburb studio focused on grilling dancers, actors,
and singers into tip-top shape to produce talents like Miss Oklahoma, Miss Teen Oklahoma, and several famous ballerinas and
Broadway stars. My teacher for this class was just a retired dancer.
I didn’t learn too much about her previous careers. She had me come
into class the first day and put me right on the barre, expecting two
things out of me: one, that I knew what barre was, and two, that I
knew left from right. She was very, very wrong. And she continued
to be wrong for that whole season. It wasn’t until the next season,
after a recital that proved that I was willing to learn and progress
(specifically on the difference of left from right), that I was put into
Intermediate Ballet. The dress code became stricter.
The two teachers I had both came from Tulsa Ballet. One was
retired and, during her career, had also danced in the Royal Opera
House, the New York City Ballet, the American Ballet Theatre, and
several Russian companies I forget the names of. She specialized in
the Bolshoi style, a type of midcentury ballet developed and popularized in the early twentieth century by a Russian company that focused on the line of the dancer’s body from the audience’s
perspective. Her name was Sher’ron, and she was probably the best
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ballet master I ever had. She was loving, but she knew when to push
us to our limits. Then she pushed us further, like she saw us as her
babies and wanted us to swim in the slightly deeper side of the pool.
My other teacher was a man. I had never had a male teacher before, so it was odd at first. He currently worked at Tulsa Ballet, and
expected that level of quality out of us. Even I expected that kind of
quality out of us, but for some reason I had been stuck in the class
full of the competitive team members. We, as a whole, did not put
out that kind of quality. I assume, however, that he saw something
different from me. He always seemed to smile slightly at me when
he taught, whereas he hardly even gave a sniff to the other dancers.
Strangely enough, as little as he liked my fellow classmates, they
hated him more. They complained about what they saw as physical
abuse: the times where he’d hold dancers’ knees out to make them
turn out more, the way he’d abruptly push our butts in to align our
cores, the way he’d push on our arms to see if we were engaging our
biceps. I only saw it as what a dance teacher does. We were moving
up into the big leagues, anyway. We had connections to some of the
biggest companies in the world. If this is what they did in the Tulsa
Ballet, we should be thankful that he’s giving us this experience. And
I continued to think like that for three more years, all the way up
into my freshman year of high school. But after what happened that
year, the more I tell this story and hear similar ones to it, the more I
realize my classmates were right. There were warning signs, red
flags even, that should have told me I was a target, not a star pupil.
My classmates said he was rude, but I was so stubborn in my plan to
climb to the top that I ignored them straight to my own demise.
I had decided I wanted to work at Tulsa Ballet for my career. I
had progressed so much since I joined the company that I had found
new love for ballet. After consulting with my teachers, I decided that
the only thing stopping me from acing an audition was my lack of
flexibility. So, I stretched and stretched, progressed and progressed,
and eventually plateaued hard.
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One night, we were at the barre, and it was late. Or at least it felt
late. I remember that it was winter, and we were mostly through
barre, so it was dark. There was no more sunset shining through the
glass door to the studio. We were with the male teacher again, and
he had recently earned himself an injury in the studio, so he wasn’t
in a good mood. He yelled at us excessively that night, which
weighed on the class’s conscience and worsened our performance.
This, of course, earned us more yelling. He showed us the next combination, which included some slow extensions of the legs and some
funky half-turns at the barre. I specifically remember him saying we
had to hold our legs up at least ninety degrees. “Great,” I thought. “I
can definitely do that now, even though I’m sore.” And I did; I struggled, but I did, in fact, hold my legs up at ninety degrees—even my
left leg, which I had struggled with my whole career. But it was those
final eight counts on the left side that ended everything.
I don’t remember it clearly because it hurt. He was walking
around the class critiquing harshly, per the norm. When he reached
my spot at the barre, he stopped, looked at me in what I can only
describe as disappointed disgust, and asked, “Why can’t you get your
leg up any higher? I’ve seen you do it before.” Then he grabbed my
ankle and yanked my leg up. Now, in ballet, there is a specific way
you stretch a dancer’s leg; the easiest way to describe it is out and
over, like you’re drawing an arch in the air with her toes. The way
my teacher stretched my leg was in a straight-up motion from the
bottom of my ankle towards the ceiling, like an elevator. He held my
ankle by my ear, and the force of his shove threw my core off center.
I stumbled and ungracefully gripped the barre as he held my leg. My
knee popped out of place, and my hamstring gave out. I stood there
for those final eight counts in pain, with a dislocated knee and a torn
hamstring. Then he dropped my leg carelessly, as if he couldn’t care
less about the new popping my knee made as it relocated back together.
I wish I had more details beyond that. I really don’t; it all passed
in a blur of key points. I sat out center that class. Sher’ron noticed
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loud pops from my left knee in otherwise routine movements. I
wasn’t as flexible anymore. I started using momentum to get the injured leg up by my ear in that year’s recital piece. My doctor told me
that I must have torn my meniscus. Somehow, I ended up in physical
therapy. After that, I tried to dance again for a month or so in the
summer like normal, but it didn’t happen. The next school year I
started using the elevator at school. My mom withdrew me from
dance classes. I gained weight and developed depression, and sometime later, I found myself in painting classes. Eventually I decided
to go to college for art education.
But here’s the thing: I’ve settled for a second-rate career because
I can’t afford the surgery I need to continue dancing. If I was so set
on getting into the ballet world, why didn’t I sue him? Everyone I
tell this story to says I should have. A meniscus doesn’t heal; once
it’s torn, it’s torn, and the only full recovery you can get is having a
synthetic one put in. I could have used that money for the surgery I
needed and still be scraping up money and coupons for pointe shoes.
The simple answer is because I was depressed. I had my identity
taken from me. College wasn’t an option when the money everyone
else was saving for it was going towards my pointe shoes, toe tape,
and anything besides pedicures. Sadly, this is common in the dance
world. If you are a dancer and you feel a connection to what you’ve
read, know that you don’t have to take the abuse. Know that you
have the right, as a student, to speak up and say that you fear for
your safety as a dancer. You are the future of ballet. If we let this
keep happening, there will be no more Nutcracker at Christmas. No
more Swan Lake for your wedding anniversary. No more Don Quixote for your son’s sixteenth birthday. The living arts will simply die
ironically, ungracefully, in a performance so grotesque that it puts
the suicide of Odette to shame. ►►
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The Gunslinger, Who Is Also Named
Gun Slinger
EREN HALL
In this experimental, humorous, and descriptive essay, Eren Hall reflects on the mysteries of dreaming through the story of Gun Slinger,
an enigmatic cyborg inhabiting a surreal dream-world that is equal
parts sci-fi dystopia and Wild West (with tumbleweeds—so many
tumbleweeds). The essay was written for Writing I with Dr. John
Bruce.

D

one’s own subconscious. They
can reveal one’s own darkest fears or greatest desires. They
can be surreal or horrifyingly realistic. People dream in
color and grayscale. Some dreams can be interpreted as signs, or
they can be hilarious jokes to laugh at later. Recurring nightmares
can keep people up at night, fearing the inevitable horror that overtakes them as the call of sleep grows stronger and stronger. Happygo-lucky dreams of a better world beckon their viewers to hit snooze
one more time. This dream that is about to be told is a story set in a
fantasy world, with a twist at the end expected by no one.
Imagine the future filled to the edges with technology and cyborgs, but also with Wild West cowboys, plus an unimaginable
amount of tumbleweeds. Locked away far beyond the grasp of most
people’s knowledge lies a school, one may call it. This school teaches
REAMS PROVIDE A VIEW INTO
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people not mathematics and history, but instead how to become immortal. The training is rumored to take decades, if not centuries, but
as a reward, the students turn into a new breed of man that is nearly
indestructible. They are called the Gunslingers. At the school, there
is a man named Gun Slinger. Was he destined to become a Gunslinger, so his parents named him appropriately, or was his original
name forgotten within the gruesome curriculum? The facts are unknown. His right arm, replaced with a robotic limb, can crush any
natural or manmade substance. His torso, entrapped in an exoskeleton made of pure meteorite, is strong enough to withstand the heat
of a supernova. His hair is so perfectly placed that even the gods
worship him and strive for this nearly unattainable level of attractiveness. This horrifying cyborg is the first known graduate of the
school, and he has an equally horrifying enemy.
The archrival of Gun Slinger, named Axel, is also a graduate of
the school. In fact, he was the second. He stands seven feet tall and
has strength unseen ever before from the help of his own cyborg attachments. His long black hair conceals a scar across his eye, now
white and dead. This scar was given to him by Gun Slinger in an accident during training. Was this scar the reason for the rivalry? The
answer is that no one actually knows. Whatever the reason for the
strife, Axel is determined to make Gun Slinger pay for his grievous
act. For decades, Axel had attempted to track down Gun Slinger with
no avail, until March 10, 2089.
On that day, Gun Slinger was roaming the deserts that used to
be ancient civilizations, as he did frequently. Axel knew from a confidential source which desert Gun Slinger would travel that day. Axel
left early so he could finally see his old friend. Gun Slinger knew Axel
would be there, but understood it was finally time to end this century-old conflict. They met in a valley filled nearly to the brim with
tumbleweeds—so many tumbleweeds. Axel said to Gun Slinger,
“You may think your training has made you immortal . . .” and before finishing, he struck forward towards Gun Slinger. Gun stood his
ground, unmoving. “. . . But you cannot live . . .” Axel continued. He
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sunk his sharp metallic fingers deep into the torso of Gun Slinger,
who still did not flinch. He pulled apart his chest with minimal effort. “. . . Without your heart,” Axel finished. He now had Gun
Slinger’s biomechanical rib cage ripped wide open, and where organs should have been was nothing. Confusion swept over Axel’s
face. “Empty?” Gun Slinger laughed and reached into his chest into
a secret compartment like one would find in a men’s suit jacket. He
pulled out a comb and pushed it effortlessly through his hair. “That’s
just where I keep my comb,” Gun Slinger said with a smirk.
This is an example of a dream filled with tension and terrifying
characters who would perhaps startle anyone awake, but it ends
with a laugh—a nervous, horrified laugh, but a laugh nonetheless.
Dreams have inspired people to write stories and create art ever
since their origins at the dawn of human evolution. Dreams are magnificent things for humans, and I hope dogs too. Dreams will continue to bring joy and horror to their unsuspecting viewers for the
rest of humanity’s existence. Whether this is something to take
pleasure in or to dread is up to the individual. ►►
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To Boldly Go
Getting Ever Closer to the Final Frontier
JAKE MARION
Through allusion to the Star Trek saga and research on recent technological innovation, Jake Marion contends that humankind has
cause to approach the future with hope, optimism, and goodwill. This
essay was written for Writing I with Dr. Ben Wetherbee.

W

HEN STAR TREK DEBUTED ACROSS America’s TV screens on

September 8, 1966, it began to spread ideas that would
help to revolutionize the world and give hope that there
was a bright future for humankind. However, in today’s world, that
future seems so much further away than it once was, and people are
beginning to wonder if we will actually ever reach the lofty heights
set by Captain James T. Kirk and Mr. Spock. The object of this essay
is to prove that those heights aren’t as far as they seem—and perhaps that we have already surpassed them many ways.
Some, such as Vivek Wadhwa, postulate that the possibility for
massive economic inequalities, eugenics, and a jobless economy are
all very real obstacles we could face in the near future. Technological
advances would inadvertently bring these obstacles about, thus
leading us down the path to a violent, dystopian future in which we
would lose many of the advances we have made. It is important to
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note that something like this is not impossible, as the fall of the Roman Empire lead to the Dark Ages in Europe, virtually undoing
much of the technological progress made during the Empire’s lifetime.
However, Wadhwa also points that we are coming upon an age
where we are “capable of creating a world of tricorders, replicators,
remarkable transportation technologies, general wellness, and an
abundance of food, water, and energy.” This is confirmed by the fact
that, as of April 12, 2017, we now have a functioning tricorder prototype thanks to Final Frontier Medical Devices (“Final Frontier”;
“Congratulations”). Wadhwa’s statement is also proven correct
when looking to Tesla’s revolutionary electric sports cars and Elon
Musk’s Boring Company, which seeks to drill tunnels underneath
major American cities to cut down on traffic problems.
David Batchler, an astrophysicist from NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center, notes in his article “The Science of Star Trek” what we
have achieved and what can and cannot be achieved. Surprisingly,
there are actual Star Trek technologies we have already surpassed,
and there is the potential to reach several other twenty-third- and
twenty-fourth-century advancements. Inventions such as the
phaser are already on their way to development: the U.S. military
already has what will likely be a precursor to phaser technology, although right now it is only capable of stunning an enemy. We’ve also
surpassed Star Trek’s communicator technology as, unlike the away
teams on television, we can take photographs and video footage using our phones.
Unfortunately, some of the more exciting aspects of the show,
such as the transporter and the replicator, are, as far as we know
currently, impossible to achieve in the way we know them. As Batchler puts it, “barring a very unlikely demolition of Einstein's theory
by revolutionary discoveries in quantum physics, warp drive can't
exist.” With that in mind, the warp drive can be checked off as yet
another folly of science fiction. Beginnings of the holodeck, however, while we are not currently able to replicate it entirely, can be
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seen in virtual reality technology, such as the Oculus Rift and the
HTC Vive. Fittingly, people today can be transported to the captain’s
seat of a Federation starship in games such as Star Trek: Bridge
Crew.
There is a greater bright side, too: since he penned the article in
1993, numerous advancements have brought several of the technologies Batchler considered unattainable within our reach. Technologies have made leaps and bounds since then, and with the
advancements of artificial intelligence, we have seen them create
their own language and even be granted citizenship (Bradley; Weisberger). In the past few years it has also been shown that while warp
drive may be impossible to achieve, the impulse engines of the Enterprise are possible. It is theorized that a trip to Pluto would only
take 18 months, and that Alpha Centauri, the closest star system to
us, would only be 100 years away on impulse engine power, instead
of the tens of thousands it would take on current rocket power
(“Real-Life Version”).
Of course, these technologies will only be allowed to continue
and improve and reach the heights of Star Trek if we as a species
continue to make the right decisions. These technologies can be
used for good or for evil, and, as they continue to improve, they will
very likely continue to change humanity both for better and for
worse. However, the future is up to us and how we react to these
changes. Will we continue to push forward towards the final frontier, spreading the prosperity that new technology can bring, or will
we become dependent on it and let those in power use it to further
their own private agendas? In the coming years it will become more
obvious whether we are heading for Deep Space Nine from Star
Trek or the Thunderdome from Mad Max.
The potential for our own Deep Space Nine is there, and with
innovators like Elon Musk, Final Frontier Medical Devices, and
Roger Shawyer beginning to push the limits of science to new frontiers, the future begins to look brighter with each step they take. We
may not see ships jumping to warp speed, and we may not be able
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to have a hot Earl Grey tea immediately ready whenever we ask, but
the ability to get lost on a holodeck or interact with an android like
Lieutenant Commander Data is right within our grasp.
When Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country was released in
theaters, the Soviet Union was breaking apart and the United States
and its allies found themselves forced to become friends with the
same nations who for over forty years had been their enemies. Similarly, the movie illustrates the Klingon Empire breaking apart and
the United Federation of Planets forced to become friends with peoples they had been at a cold war with for almost 70 years. During
that time, in both the movie and the real world, humanity was entering a new age it hadn’t seen before, and with that new age came
numerous advancements in the geopolitical and technological
spheres. The same is true now, as we crest a new chapter in our civilization. Captain James T. Kirk helped bring audiences to a new vision of the future; he is the role model many look up to now when
they think of humanity in the future. Captain Kirk had lost his son
to the Klingons and had for much of his life harbored a deep resentment against them. In the end, though, when he has the opportunity
to save the Klingon Empire or let it be destroyed, he chooses to save
it so as to create a mutually beneficial future for everyone. His
speech from the end of Star Trek VI sums up what the future really
means, and that change can, if done for the right reasons, bring
about a brighter outlook on the undiscovered country that is the future. Captain Kirk’s speech surely rings true when we begin to wonder about the technologies of Star Trek and what happens if, or
when, we reach them:
Some people think the future means the end of history, but we haven’t run out of history just yet. Your father quoted Hamlet; he
called the future “The Undiscovered Country.” What I had always
assumed Hamlet was speaking of was death. Gorkon thought that
the Undiscovered Country might mean something else. Another
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kind of life. People can be very frightened of change. I know I was.
You’ve restored my son’s faith in that future.
James T. Kirk
Camp Khitomer, 2293 AD ►►
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Occupation and Self-Worth
MATTHEW THOMAS
Through an extended reference to Alfred Lubrano’s autobiographical essay “Bricklayer’s Boy,” along with several other examples, Matthew Thomas analyzes the social norms connecting vocational
occupation with feelings of self-worth. Thomas’s essay was written
for Writing I with Dr. Tonnia Anderson.

T

HE QUESTION “WHAT DO YOU DO?”

is a staple in casual conversations at family reunions, when meeting new people,
and even when talking to good friends. This question is a
product of the social importance that the general public puts on occupation. The short essay “Bricklayer’s Boy” is author Alfred Lubrano’s narrative on the relationship between himself and his
father, a relationship heavily influenced by occupation. Topics of
self-worth, importance of family, and the impact of occupation are
described in the essay. The most prominent topic is self-worth,
which in itself is a concept that takes on many iterations based on
the different ways people perceive it. Lubrano’s “Bricklayer’s Boy”
presents a case study for examining the impact of occupation on
self-worth where social and family expectations are the cause of the
impact.
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“Bricklayer’s Boy” deals centrally with the author’s blue-collar
upbringing. Lubrano starts by providing background about how his
father is a bricklayer who works a tough job to allow his children to
go to college and avoid being stuck with low-paying, labor-intensive
jobs. He then explains the conflict between his father and himself
over the issue of career choice, since Lubrano chose to pursue his
passion and become a journalist over his father’s desires of him obtaining a high paying career in advertisement. The rest of the essay’s
body describes Lubrano’s typical interactions with his father after
becoming a journalist, but the end of the essay is especially important. There, Lubrano tells an anecdote about his father stating
that he was envious of how his son has a career he actually enjoys,
compared to his resentment towards the difficulty of his bricklaying
job. Lubrano's story demonstrates how social and family expectations impact occupational choice.
Occupation can be broken down into two types: a career and a
job. These two terms are often used as synonyms; while the distinction may not matter in casual conversation, for the purpose of this
essay, the difference should be made clear. According to Lynn Mattoon, “a career takes much more motivation and forward-thinking
effort than a job.” Mattoon expresses that the end goal of the occupation is what determines if it is a career or a job. For example, the
public would want its children’s teachers to view their occupation as
a career rather than a job, since they want teachers to care about the
success of their children and strive to be better teachers. Another
key difference between a job and a career is the time span that typically characterizes each type. A career is often an occupation that
takes up a large portion of the occupant’s life, whereas a job rarely
concerns the long term. Social and familial views are also an important factor. Generally, society and families would view a career
more positively than a job because of the advantages associated with
a career. Occupation’s two forms, career and job, both influence the
occupant’s identity in many ways, but the most prominent way is
how it affects self-worth.
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Self-worth is greatly influenced by occupation due to the factors
of an occupation: the amount of money earned, the type of occupation, and the enjoyment of the occupation. The amount of money
earned from an occupation affects the occupant’s self-worth because
it is typical of humans to see financial success and self-worth as the
same thing. However, according to Richard A. Easterlin, money is
not equivalent to happiness, which is a factor of self-worth. In his
article “The Economics of Happiness” Easterlin states, “[I]f happiness and income are compared at any point in time, those with more
income are, on average, happier than those with less” (31). Despite
this, people still connect high income with positive self-worth partially because people attribute a higher income with a tougher, more
important occupation (“Sorrows of Work”). This informs how different types of occupations are attributed to a more positive or negative self-worth based on biases towards specific occupations. The
final key factor of the way occupation can affect self-worth is the
amount of enjoyment one gains from one’s occupation. Occupants
will never think positively about occupations they do not enjoy;
thus, their sense of self-worth will diminish along with their negative view of their occupations. Norman S. Care states this perfectly
in his essay “Career Choice” when he writes, “a society's structural
makeup can ‘affect’ (block, encourage, thwart, promote) career options” (287). These factors of occupation all impact self-worth; however, without the expectations of society and family they would not
do so.
Society’s high value on occupational income is one aspect of occupational effect on self-worth present in “Bricklayer’s Boy”; readers observe the conflict between Lubrano and his father over
Lubrano’s career choice. Society connects income and self-worth together because a higher income typically translates to a more important occupation, and material wealth is seen as a very important
thing to most people, which is simply a result of human greed and
jealousy. This social norm is seen in “Bricklayer’s Boy” when Lubrano’s father argues that Lubrano should go after a higher-paying
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job in advertising rather than one in journalism even though Lubrano knows he will be happier being a journalist (343). Lubrano’s
father has given into social norms and given up on his dream of being a singer. Instead, Lubrano’s father has settled to be a bricklayer
so he can support his family and give them the opportunity at a better life. Lubrano’s father, along with society itself, is arguing that a
higher paying occupation is more important than what Lubrano desires to do when he states that Lubrano should get a position in advertising. This importance society puts on a high income is what
causes occupational income to affect self-worth. This is the relationship discerned in “Bricklayer’s Boy”.
In “Bricklayer’s Boy,” the way each Lubrano and his father are
treated based on their occupations shows how self-worth is affected
by differing types of occupation due to social expectations. The different views assumed of different occupations illustrate how selfworth is influenced by the type of occupation. In “Bricklayer’s Boy,”
employers’ treatment of Lubrano’s father’s is also an excellent example of this; Lubrano describes his father’s feelings: “Once the
walls are up, a place takes on a different feel for him, as if he's not
welcome anymore” (342). Lubrano’s father’s self-worth suffers from
the social stigma placed on blue-collar workers such as himself.
Another example of the social expectations of different occupations can be seen in the interview “The High School Basketball
Coach” (Rowe et al.). In this interview, a basketball coach, James R.,
is asked about his occupation and specifically about his recruiting
practices, but the important point to take from this interview is how
James talks about his interactions with parents and faculty members. James explains, “Parents are fucked up. They are. Because,
like, everyone thinks their son is an All-American, right? So they just
scream at me during the game. . . . They’re yelling at me all the time”
(371). This shows how social norms affect his self-worth based on
his occupation. The parents know they can get away with this kind
of behavior because, sadly, this is typical behavior according to society—coaches must deal with it since they are coaches. If James had
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almost any other occupation, this kind of behavior would be treated
with extreme contempt. Different types of occupation manifest selfworth due to the social norms placed upon them. This is seen in
“Bricklayer’s Boy” along with the interview.
“Bricklayer’s Boy” provides a heartwarming ending when Lubrano’s father states that he is happy, even envious, of his son for
loving his occupation. Studs Terkel’s interview with Carl Bates’s interview in “Working,” similarly, also shows how enjoyment from occupation is the ultimate deciding factor of self-worth based off
occupation; however, family expectations can have a strong affect
on this. Family is extremely important to most people, and consequently the enjoyment of occupation depends partially on family expectations. This is seen in “Bricklayer’s Boy” when Lubrano and his
father resolve the issue of Lubrano’s occupation choice:
“You know, you’re not as successful as you could be,” he began,
blue-collar blunt as usual. “You paid your dues in school. You deserve better restaurants, better clothes.” Here we go, I thought, the
same old stuff. . . . “I envy you,” he said quietly. “For a man to do
something he likes and get paid for it—that’s fantastic.” . . . To
thank him for understanding, I sprang for the deodorant and
shampoo. For once, my father let me pay. (346)

This interaction allows Lubrano to finally fully enjoy his occupation
because his father finally understands that, despite being paid less,
Lubrano enjoys his occupation. Bates’s story is also a solid example
of how someone who wholesomely enjoys his occupation has a more
positive sense of self-worth. In his interview that was published in
Terkel’s “Working,” he strictly talks about how his life is directly
connected to his occupation as a mason. Bates states that “[m]aybe
thirty years, I’ll know a place where I should have took that stone
out and redone it but I didn’t. I still notice it. The people who live
there might not notice, but I notice it. I never pass that house that I
don't think of it” (340). This shows that not only that he enjoys his
occupation but also how his occupation influences his self-worth.
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Occupation is a significant part of life in not only the purpose it
plays but also in the way it impacts self-worth. Self-worth derives
from occupation in result of the factors of occupation: amount of
money earned, the type of occupation, and whether or not the occupant enjoys her/his occupation. These factors, however, would not
be possible without the expectations of society and family. Society’s
expectations, or social norms, are what give power to the different
types of occupation and shapes views of occupational income. Familial expectations are what give the enjoyment factor of occupation
power to influence self-worth. Lubrano’s “Bricklayer’s Boy” provides a perfect case study for how occupation impacts self-worth due
to expectations of society and family. These ideas should be taken
into consideration when judging self-worth based off occupation because an incorrect conclusion can result from doing so. ►►
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Peeling Back the Paper
BAYLEE TASSEY
In this reader-response analysis of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s classic
“The Yellow Wallpaper,” Baylee Tassey argues that the emotional
connection between the narrator and reader augments the story’s
central themes of control, mental wellbeing, and entrapment. The
essay was written for Writing II with Dr. Ben Wetherbee.

C

HARLOTTE PERKINS GILMAN’S

“The Yellow Wallpaper” is a
short story primarily set in a colonial mansion that the narrator’s husband, John, has rented for the summer. Through
the story’s diary-like structure, the narrator remains anonymous in
name, but the reader is submerged into the mind of a woman whose
mental health is questionable, to say the least. Through careful analysis under a reader-response lens, the depth of this story can be broken down to fully understand the literary elements at play with
common themes of control, mental health, and the feeling of being
trapped.
The fact that the story is presented as the narrator’s journal supplies an intriguing sense of narrative flow. The narrator interacts
with her journal as if talking to another person, which allows the
reader to get more involved. She goes even further to personify the
paper she is writing on by saying, “but this is dead paper and a great
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relief to my mind” (79). An anxious atmosphere emerges for the
reader because of how fragmented and choppy the sentences are.
The narrator starts a new entry by saying, “I don’t know why I
should write this. I don’t want to. I don’t feel able” (85), expressing
the narrator’s state of mind and how rushed her writing had to be to
keep it hidden from John. Her “ideal” reader is someone who the
narrator feels comfortable confiding in (see Rabinowitz 134-36).
This story isn’t necessarily pointed towards an ideal reader due to
its transcription in a journal, but if it were to have one this would be
it.
When first introduced to the story, the reader is already made
to feel a bit uneasy about the dynamic of the narrator’s marriage to
John. There is an apparent factor of control at play with their relationship, though the narrator seems to shrug it off for the most part,
saying, “John laughs at me, of course, but one expects that in marriage” (79). If the story were told through third-person narration rather than first-person, the reader would see John laughing at his
wife and not taking her seriously. It would seem like a pompous
thing for him to do. With access to the narrator’s thoughts, the
reader sees the different side of things, but is again surprised when
the narrator turns to excusing her husband’s degrading actions by
saying calling them “expected.” John has almost complete control
over the narrator since he is “a physician of high standing” (80). He
orders her to not have any intellectual stimuli so she can properly
heal from her illness. The reader can also perceive how brainwashed
the narrator is. She interrupts her own thoughts in her diary with
those of John, saying, “—but John says the very worst thing I can do
is to think about my condition” (80). She doesn’t hesitate to interrupt herself, and she doesn’t even finish her thought.
The narrator, although possibly mentally unstable, can be considered reliable due to her genuine nature. The short story might be
a little biased in the way that the reader is only seeing the events
unravel through the narrator’s point of view, but the way things are
presented indicate the narrator is being honest about her condition.
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The narrator is aware of her illness, as seen when she says, “You see,
he does not believe I am sick! And what can one do?” (80). The “he”
in this quote refers to John; the narrator feels helpless because her
own husband does not take her condition seriously, while she professes that she does. The narrator also seems pretty well-educated.
She knows the principles of design; this is shown when she starts to
break down the wallpaper's elements, saying, “this thing was not arranged on any laws of radiation, or alternation, or repetition, or
symmetry, or anything else that I ever heard of” (84). The reader
can also note that she is not interested in factual accuracy: “I take
phosphates or phosphites—whichever it is” (80). So, although the
narrator is intelligent, she isn’t too worried about jargon and technicalities. This makes her come off as someone who is easy to relate
to, maybe not through her illness, but through her humanity.
The most peculiar aspect of the story is how the narrator develops throughout, all because of the yellow wallpaper she has to stare
at on a daily basis. At first, she has a growing hatred towards it,
pointing out all of its flaws, but as the days go by she begins to obsess
over it, trying to solve it like a puzzle. She even says, “Life is very
much more exciting now than it used to be” (88). You could say that
her lack of intellectual stimuli makes it so the wallpaper is the only
thing keeping her afloat, or maybe that she is only saying the things
she says because of her illness, or maybe a good mixture of both. It
becomes most difficult to consider the narrator reliable is when she
introduces the woman in the wall: “The front pattern does move—
and no wonder! The woman behind it shakes it!” (89). She really
does believe this. She remains trustworthy in that she isn’t necessarily lying; she is just not the healthiest person to be reading an
account of events from.
As the story comes to a close, the reader is left wondering what
exactly happened. The narrator has torn the wallpaper off to free the
woman behind it and surprise her husband: “I want to astonish him”
(91). The story cleverly ends with the narrator performing a reenactment of what the woman behind the wallpaper did every night.
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Her husband comes in and all she says is, “Now why should that
man have fainted? But he did, and right across my path . . . so that I
had to creep over him every time!” (92). This raises the question,
was the woman in the wall a projection of the woman stuck in the
room writing this diary? It is highly likely, but with the diary format
comes the realization that the reader may never know for sure. It is
all left to interpretation and depends on how much the audience is
willing to trust the narrator.
The strategic layout of “The Yellow Wallpaper” adds a lot of
room for emotional connection between the narrator and the
reader. If this story were told in any different way, the prominent
themes of control, mental health, and the feeling of being trapped
would not be as effective. The narrative point of view allows for further interpretation of information provided in the diary, and in turn
allows for a look into the eyes of a mentally, physically, and emotionally trapped person. ►►
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Love and Its Expressions in Atwood’s
Poem “[You Fit into Me]”
KORBYN PEEBLES
Korbyn Peebles unearths the subtext of Margaret Atwood’s short
poem “[You Fit into Me]” to analyze how its jarring, two-stanza structure reveals a dualistic perspective on human love. Peebles’s essay
was written for Writing II with Dr. Ben Wetherbee.

you fit into me
like a hook into an eye
a fish hook
an open eye
– Margaret Atwood

M

ARGARET ATWOOD’S UNTITLED POEM,

within a few words,
profoundly expresses what it means to be in love. The
poem, commonly designated “[You Fit into Me],” comforts the reader first with cozy images of buttons in button holes and
sewing hooks in eyes, before shifting, in the next stanza, to the horrid mutilation of the narrator’s own eye with a barbed fish hook. Atwood offers these two contrasting images to show two extremes of
love: the planned, collected, and somewhat unexciting love like that
of a sewing hook sliding timidly into its eye, just as it was supposed
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to be; and the one where intensity, pain, and surprise all culminate
into a tumultuous explosion of emotions.
Although ambiguous at first glance, the poem’s first line and assumed title maliciously sets the flavor of the poem for its reader. The
phrase “you fit into me” only gains connotation when our reader
presupposes the nature of the speaker and that of the poem’s addressee. Fitting into something seems nothing but mechanical at
first, like a gear locking into another, but in defining the gears as
“you” and “me” the verb shifts toward something much more human. Something that fits is often something that is supposed to be
there; the two pieces are designed to be paired. In the context of
people, the pairing almost hints at a Calvinistic view of love, the classic “we’re meant to be” mentality. This leads the audience to view
the poem with such notions in mind—and to fall prey for the sudden
turn that occurs in the second stanza.
Atwood’s first lines are akin to most romantic love poetry in that
it expresses a couple’s love through symbolism: “you fit into me /
like a hook into an eye” (1-2). The reader must assume that the relationship between the speaker and her/his implied audience is very
intimate. The sexual innuendo highlighting the penetration of the
sewing hook into the eye also suggests to the reader that the relationship is between lovers rather than friends or family. This is the
first definition of love that Atwood presents. It is a love that is simple
and modest. A sewing hook is intended to go into its eye; however,
nothing about it is truly astonishing. No extensive feelings are felt;
rather, more often than not, one hardly thinks about hooks and eyes,
even while sewing. Nevertheless, this foundational and steadfast
love is something admirable. Atwood seems to be praising this love
for its maturity, for its stoic durability.
Starkly contrasting the first two lines are Atwood’s definition of
another type of love, “a fish hook / an open eye” (3-4). Although this
has been interpreted as a response to betrayal, it seems to be overgrown with romantic ideas at its root. Atwood uses this metaphor as
a means to evoke the same response from the reader that a couple
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who “fell in love” would experience. The sudden rush of emotions
and surprise that comes from imagining those last lines is comparable to the young fiery love Atwood is describing. Fear, adrenaline,
and overwhelming sensations spill out of the final stanza, out of the
love this metaphor conveys. This love is not designed like its counterpart; it is experienced. A fish hook was never intended to gouge
out the eye of a person, just like this love was never fitted for two
people.
The definition of love is an enigma. Although science, religion,
and literature—such as Atwood’s poem—try to distinguish and characterize love, it still remains perpetually just out of reach of explanation. Atwood, instead of trying to define love through wordy
paragraphs and irrelevant charts, approaches her analysis of love
through minimalism. She leaves breath in between her words, and
it is through this space that she allows the reader to feel her analysis
rather than read it. Atwood is not attempting to define all aspects of
love in two scenarios, but, alternatively, is contributing to the everexpanding knowledge of this perplexity. Rumi’s Hindu poem “Elephant in the Dark” provides an illustration to understand this sort
of collective knowledge. Although many people go into the dark
room to grope at the strange object, all come out with equally valid
yet comically different descriptions of what it was. It’s not until the
final three stanzas that Rumi states a solution:
Each of us touches one place
and understands the whole that way.
The palm and the fingers feeling in the dark are
how the senses explore the reality of the elephant.
If each of us held a candle there,
and if we went in together,
we could see it. (17-23)
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Love, like the elephant, cannot be explained through a single poem,
or through any one field of knowledge alone. Love’s immensity demands cooperation from every perspective. Atwood has lit her candle and raised it for us to see just a sliver of what love is, and as the
reader, we are implored to do the same. ►►
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Prince Florian Has a Name
TIA MCCARLEY
Analyzing a range of animated Disney films, Tia McCarley critiques
the damaging qualities of the Prince Archetype, described here as an
undeveloped, mechanistic, and often nameless character type who
serves little purpose apart from rewarding a princess. This analysis
was written for Writing II with Dr. Ben Wetherbee.

T

many circles about how negative the Disney Princess is for young girls and the damage
that the Disney Princess does to them. No Disney-lovers can
go a single day without defending themselves by acknowledging
how weak Snow White was when she fell in love with a man that she
had met only once or acknowledging how useless Cinderella and
Sleeping Beauty were. A Disney-lover must acknowledge that it was
misogynistic for all three classic princesses to have to be saved, and
that only through Mulan paving the way could we finally have princesses that are truly feminist and free. I would argue, however, that
modern Disney movies are a step ahead of many texts on issues of
gendered representation due to the simple fact that Disney Princes
now have recognizable personalities and names, and that they have
actual worth to their stories, other than being mere convenient tools
to be used. In this essay, I will compare the criticisms of the Princess
HERE EXISTS MUCH UPROAR IN
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Archetype to the behavior of the Prince Archetype in modern popular culture through the lens of Disney and discuss how the Prince
Archetype damages men today.
The Princess Archetype, as defined by the Robert L. Johnson, is
“the young girl who has a natural interest in life outside herself.” She
is described as a girl who desires to help others to create harmony
and nurture others—from woodland animals to the people of her
kingdom—to their fullest strength. She is unboastful about her accomplishments. This archetype arises most obviously in classic fairy
tales where the Princess receives praise for her pure heart and nurturing instincts, but rarely goes into battle herself and often needs
to be rescued for her troubles, though she is still rewarded in the
end. This is often criticized as an old-fashioned and sexist stereotype, as expressed in many papers looking into pop culture, where
“researchers looked at award-winning Disney books and found that
gender stereotypes, though decreasing over time, are still prominent
and reflect the concept that ‘boys are more highly valued than girls’”
(Clark et al. 439). The consensus in academia and beyond seems to
be that the Princess stereotype is so negative that it is often mocked
in pop culture as something to be rejected rather than embraced.
Even Disney itself mocks its own stereotypes, not only in the early
2000s with their releases Happily N’ever After (2006) and Enchanted (2007), but even in their 2013 movie Frozen and their 2016
release Moana, where they mock the tradition of a princess marrying a prince after just meeting him. The titular character of Moana
protests the very act of being called a princess, as if such a word was
an insult to her. Both movies have also been praised for their portrayal of a strong female character and have met critical acclaim by
feminist academics and popular audiences alike for seemingly rejecting the princess title. With such a glut of criticism against the
fair Princess, it is no surprise that she has made changes in herself,
and no surprise that the world is better for more diverse, engaging,
and more human princesses who grace the world with their stories.
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Even so, the Princess is only one half of the story, so we shall look at
the archetype of her other half—the Prince.
The Prince is the boyhood King, and also the Hero of Jungian
studies. However, when looking at the Disney princes and the fairy
tales of the past, I must make a different argument. The Prince, in
almost all cases of his adaptation for modern children, does not have
much by way of character when he is to be a proper Prince. The
Prince, instead, exists to be a vehicle for the Princess to be rewarded
for her troubles, almost literally so in the case where he arrives on a
white horse to carry her away. The story is always named after the
Princess, starts with her and her fair heart and fair face, and ends
with a nameless prince who acts as hardly anything but a reward for
her troubles and who gives her a happy life like she desires. The
Prince does not act as his own entity with his own desires or his own
initiative—it is not even questioned why the Prince would want to
help one he does not even know; it is only questioned why the Princess would accept the help of another when she can do it herself. The
Prince in classic fairy tales does not even exist with a name or a
backstory as the Princess does, nor does he seem to require one in
the case of much criticism of Disney movies. Whenever one discusses the harm of Disney Princes on the youth that watches them,
the criticism almost always boils down to looks, rather than what
the Disney Prince does, or rather, what he does not do. Disney
princes usually portray the what Christopher Barlett et al. term the
“muscular ideal,” which is associated with poor body esteem in boys
and men (283). This is, however, quite literally the shallowest way
to view the harm of the Disney Prince, who does not even have a
presence for the Princess other than to serve as a fashionable accessory to her happily-ever-after. In the most famous case of sexism
often cited—Snow White, wherein the conflict literally arises from
one woman’s jealousy over her step-daughter’s beauty—the Prince
does not even have a stated name. The title Prince Florian only appears in supplementary material, and the same applies to Prince
Adam, who is not named in his debut of Beauty and the Beast
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(“Prince”; “Beast”). The Prince, then, is an archetype that does not
exist to seek reward but that is meant to be a useful tool to the Princess Archetype in order for her to get her reward for her good deeds.
Through the Prince Archetype, personal liberty is sacrificed for the
good of another, and once the story of the Princess comes to a close,
the story of the Prince, who only exists for her, does as well.
In the case of more modern fairy tales where the Princess is
given more liberation, ironically, the Prince is as well. In cases such
as Aladdin (1992), where Princess Jasmine declares that she is not
a prize to be won, Aladdin himself is full of personality and bursting
with character and charisma. In Moana, where the titular character
denounces her princesshood, Maui is a character who has not only
a personality but a sympathetic backstory and complex morality,
and the exploration of his character is integral to the plot of the
movie. This, it seems, would fit perfectly in the theories of Warren
Farrell, author of The Myth of Male Power: “The single largest barrier of getting men to look within is that what any other group would
call powerlessness men have been taught to call power. We don’t call
[male-killing] sexism, we call it glory” (11). Warren even goes on to
describe the myth of princehood and how it applies to men:
The princess falls in love with the prince who can provide for her
or a warrior who can kill for her. Both the killer and the prince
could protect her. . . . Both sexes prepared boys and men, from
everything from circumcision to games, to endure pain, to deny
pain, and to continue protecting until they died. (24)

Thus, the Prince is fulfilled as a mere vehicle for the Princess. The
Disney Prince Archetype does not damage boys because it presents
men who are too idealized in their bodies; the Disney Prince Archetype damages boys by teaching them that they only exist as vehicles
for others, to the point where they are even denied a name. The lack
of study on princes in Disney Movies only further proves the fact
that princes are not seen for who they are, but for what they can do
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for others. This, then, is dehumanizing and further damaging to
boys who are seen as disposable by media and then by themselves.
In conclusion, the Disney Prince Archetype is a damaging archetype, not only because of what it says to girls, not because it teaches
boys to see girls as lesser, and not because it shows muscles to boys
who may not be able to attain them. The Disney Prince Archetype is
a damaging archetype because it teaches boys that they are disposable, that they are seen not as themselves but as vehicles for others,
and that who they are does not matter. It is a dehumanizing archetype that even strips the name from its characters. It perpetuates the
idea that men are a disposable demographic. This is not to say that
criticism of the Princesses is invalid—it is entirely justified—but only
to say that criticism of the Disney Prince is needed, not only through
the lens of the Princess, but by taking a step back and looking at the
Prince not in how he pertains to the Princess, but in how he pertains
to himself. ►►
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Psychosocial Development in Coraline
KETIA HENDERSON
In this heavily-researched analysis, Ketia Henderson reviews scholarship on Neil Gaiman’s macabre children’s novella Coraline to argue
that, despite its dark themes, the book offers young readers a healthy
psychological allegory about individuality and autonomy. This essay
was written for Writing II with Dr. Shelley Rees.

I

N 2002 , NEIL GAIMAN’S CORALINE was published

and advertised
as a book for children, although many adults reviewing the book
doubted it was really child-appropriate. Some argued that because of its many Gothic elements and exploration of darker topics,
which haven’t become common in children’s literature until recent
years, the book would be too frightening for children. Scholars analyzing Coraline have said the opposite. While many scholars agree
that the book is frightening for both children and adults, they’ve argued that this can actually be beneficial for children. Scholars have
argued that by reading about Coraline’s adventures in a Gothic fantasy world, which they have viewed as representing Coraline’s desires and anxieties as she transitions into a new stage of psychosocial
development, children can be prepared to deal with similarly frightening situations in their own lives in much more healthy and productive ways.
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Many scholars point out Coraline’s obvious boredom and desire
for attention at the beginning of the story, as well as her attempts to
set herself apart as an individual; they argue that these things are
signs that she is in the middle of a transition from one stage of psychosocial development to another. Coraline’s boredom can be seen
in her dissatisfaction with having to stay inside when it rains and her
repeated attempts to get her parents to pay attention to her or give
her interesting things to do (Gaiman 4). Karen Coats explains that
Up to a certain point, the developing child is so entangled with the
mother that his or her desires are not perceived as separate, at
least on the part of the child. When a child develops the capacity
to be bored, it is a signal that he or she is in a transitional state, a
state where he or she is developing a separate sense of self, a need
to assert his or her desires over and against the desires of the
mother. (86)

Prior to this transitional state, children rely on their parents to satisfy all their needs and wants, which is why Coraline initially goes to
her parents seeking relief from her boredom. Coraline’s parents are
clearly expecting her to be more independent, though; they give her
suggestions for things to do that don’t involve them, like reading,
watching a movie, or playing with her toys. They even both request
that she go “pester” or “bother” Miss Spink and Miss Forcible and
leave them alone to work (Gaiman 4, 16). But despite her desire for
attention from her parents, Coraline can also be seen trying to set
herself apart as an individual with her own desires, like when she
asks her mother to get her green gloves for school, saying that she
“could be the only one” to have green gloves instead of the grey
gloves that everyone else has (21). Kara Keeling and Scott Pollard
also point to Coraline’s criticism of her father’s cooking and refusal
to eat it as an attempt to be more independent (5), and Auba
Llompart Pons points out Coraline’s frustration with her neighbors
repeatedly getting her name wrong, “depriving her of the originality
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of her name to give her a more common one” (“Reversing the Bildungsroman” 309). These things show that, while Coraline may be
upset at not getting the attention from her parents that she got when
she was younger and completely dependent on them, she is also
starting to move on to a stage in her life where she has the desire to
make her own decisions and set herself apart from her parents and
other people.
Because Coraline appears to be transitioning into a new stage of
psychosocial development, most scholars agree that the other world
she ends up in is a representation of her desires and anxieties about
growing up. While the action of walking through the door appears
to be an “act of defiance against adult prohibitions” (Gooding 397),
since the old man upstairs had already warned her not to go through
it (Gaiman 14), the other world that it takes her to is full of reminders of her desire to remain dependent on her parents. The other
mother in particular seems to represent Coraline’s desire for her
mother to satisfy all her needs and wants, and her fear that becoming independent of her mother would require losing her love and attention (Gooding 397). When Coraline first enters the other world,
the other mother cooks for her and gives her interesting things to
do, unlike her real mother (Gaiman 26-27). The other mother almost seems to read Coraline’s mind at some points and fulfill her
wishes before she even voices them, something that Coraline may
have expected of her parents as a little child. Richard Gooding points
out that these are uncanny elements—things that Freud described
as being unsettling because they seem to bring us back to childlike
ways of thinking (392). Coraline isn’t initially bothered by these
things, though. She seems happy to have parents whose attention is
all on her. It isn’t until she realizes that the cost of staying in this
other world would be to have buttons sewn into her eyes that she
begins to be afraid (Gaiman 43). David Rudd compares the prospect
of having buttons sewn into the eyes to the fear of being buried alive,
which reminds us of being inside the mother’s womb, “something
that was once . . . home to us all, but which in later life can seem
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anything but: a smothering, threatening environment” (6). Rudd
also describes this act as the other mother turning Coraline into a
doll, one of her possessions (13). Coraline eventually discovers the
ghosts of the dead children that the other mother has already consumed and decides to challenge the other mother to a game where
she will either find her parents and the souls of the dead children or
stay with the other mother forever (Gaiman 82, 90). About this,
Gooding says, “The ‘exploring game’ therefore becomes a test of Coraline’s capacity to surmount an infantile desire for permanent
(re)union with the mother. . . . [I]t is more fundamentally a struggle
against her own desire for dependency and identification. . . . [T]o
lose the game would be to accept perpetual childhood” (397-98). As
Coraline looks for her parents and the souls of the other children,
the other world and everything in it start to become unformed. Coraline encounters the other Miss Spink and other Miss Forcible, who
have become fused together and contained in a sac, as well as the
other father who is slowly losing his shape (Gaiman, 99, 108). Coats
argues that these images are meant to resemble fetuses and that they
represent both Coraline’s desire to be reunited with the mother and
her fear of regressing to a point where she is completely one with the
mother and no longer an individual (88). Later, when Coraline has
rescued her parents and the souls of the dead children, she has to
pass through a corridor back to the real world, and when Coraline
touches the wall, it is described as being “hot and wet, as if she had
put her hand in somebody’s mouth” (Gaiman 133). Coats argues that
this is meant to represent the process of being born and leaving the
womb, or, in Coraline’s case, being reborn (88).
Coraline undergoes an obvious change by the end of the story,
and most scholars argue that it is a positive change and a sign that
she has moved forward into the next stage of psychosocial development, instead of regressing back into the former one. Because of her
experiences in the other world with the other mother, Coraline realizes the dangers of remaining dependent on her parents. If her
mother and father were to satisfy all her needs and wants, she would
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never have the opportunity to have her own desires (Coats 87). She
wouldn’t be able to shape her own identity and personality by finding ways to satisfy her desires on her own like she does with exploring, trying to get her mother to buy her green gloves, or choosing her
own food (Howarth 75; Gaiman 21, 8). She realizes that she can’t be
the only thing that her parents care about, that they can’t satisfy all
her desires, and that “To be totally all for someone, in fact, is to cease
to exist, to be possessed (which is what the other mother offers)”
(Rudd 9). The other mother and the unsettling Gothic elements that
surround her end up serving the purpose of abjecting the mother
figure for Coraline and making her want to be independent from her
mother, having realized that to be independent and able to go after
her own desires, she needs to be separated from her mother to a certain degree (Rudd 12). Coraline’s experiences in the other world
force her to think for herself and survive on her own since her parents are not there to help her, and because of this she is able to come
to a better understanding of herself, as well as come to appreciate
“the true and loving relationship between herself and her real parents” (Howarth 75). Gooding also points out that “Coraline’s return
finds her more independent, more aware of her feelings, more emotionally and physically demonstrative, and more engaged with the
world” (400). This can be seen when she hugs her parents and Miss
Spink and Miss Forcible and also when she takes the time to learn
the name of the old man upstairs, Mr. Bobo, and have a conversation
with him (Gaiman 137, 159, 158). Pons explains that “the battle between good and evil, children and adults, which takes place in Coraline’s own home” is what “triggers the child’s endeavor to overcome
her initial feelings of alienation and understand her place in the family and the world” (“Reversing the Bildungsroman” 308). Because of
her adventures in the other world, Coraline comes to appreciate her
real family and her real home.
Scholars argue that this story can be beneficial to children for
many reasons. Elizabeth Parsons argues that by giving children a
protagonist they can relate to and then showing her facing her fears
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and dealing with her problems in productive ways, Coraline teaches
children how to be more resilient when facing their own difficult circumstances in life (130). She also argues that experiencing a variety
of emotions, including fear and sadness, within the safety of a work
of fiction and seeing how the protagonist deals with those emotions
helps children prepare to deal with those emotions in more healthy
ways in real life (132). Coats argues that Coraline is similar to the
traditional fairy tale in that it is meant to do unconscious psychological work for children, giving them monsters and villains that they
can project their fears and anxieties onto and then showing them
that they can be overcome (78). Michael Howarth points out that,
through Coraline, Gaiman teaches children that “growing up consists of many perilous moments that are threatening and risky, but
are necessary nonetheless for our own maturity and personal development” (95). This message is especially obvious in the scene where
Coraline must retrieve one of the marbles containing the soul of a
dead child from the sac containing the other Miss Spink and the
other Miss Forcible (Gaiman 99). Coraline almost talks herself into
looking elsewhere for the marbles so she doesn’t have to go anywhere near the sac, but she then realizes that she has to face her
fears and look, or she may lose the game against the other mother.
Pons also points out that Gaiman makes an obvious effort to depict
the child as a more psychologically complex character than most
children’s writers do (Good Seed 117). Gaiman doesn’t narrate the
story as though he knows more than Coraline (128); his knowledge
is limited to what Coraline knows, and Coraline is allowed to make
and fix mistakes without an adult narrator judging or admiring her
(131). Because of this, children are able to read the story and make
their own judgments about the events that take place in it (124).
Coraline gives young readers a protagonist they can relate to:
someone who is the same age as them and possibly going through
similar difficulties. Because Gaiman shows Coraline’s desires and
anxieties, which young readers may share, through Gothic villains
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and uncanny elements, children are able to relate to Coraline’s experiences on a deep, psychological level. They are able to experience
her fear, as well as her relief, and follow along as she overcomes her
problems. In the process, they are able to learn important lessons,
but the lessons they take from the text are largely left up to them,
allowing them to choose for themselves and be independent as Coraline is. Despite adults’ fears, Coraline is actually a perfect book for
children who are in the process of growing up and coming to understand their own identities and place in the world. ►►
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Sexuality, Stigma, and Science
Why Women Aren’t Studied Like Men
EMILY RAND
In this interdisciplinary review essay, Emily Rand connects Mary
Roach’s work on women and sexual stigma to literature, science, history, academic study, and contemporary popular culture. Rand ends
on the hopeful note that this final front—exemplified by sex-positive
hip-hop music—might help destigmatize female sexuality. This essay
was written for Foundations of Life Science with Drs. Jeannette
Loutsch and Jason Shaw.

I

N BONK: THE CURIOUS COUPLING of Science and Sex, Mary Roach

explores the history of sexual research, which reveals that (1)
men’s sexual health has generally received more funding than
women’s, (2) studies on men’s sexual health have typically been received with less disdain than those on women’s sexual health by
both public and private groups, and (3), due to men’s primary sex
organ being an external device, research on the penis has been more
accessible at all stages of technological advancement. Roach’s work
also touches on how there’s a stigma attached to conducting research on women’s sexual health because the researchers are often
viewed as perverts or deviants by their peers and the public due to
the invasive nature of inspecting the vaginal region; this has severely
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hampered the appeal of attempting such research. Despite new technology—which allows researchers to use robots, cameras, and other
probe-like technology to make more detached assessments of the
vaginal region—women’s sexual health still fails to be explored to its
full potential. This perpetuates a stigma around the entire topic of
sexuality (both physical and psychological) for women, which in
turn results in a fear of candid, honest, knowledgeable social commentary about women’s sexual health. This allows the cultivation of
many cultures that shame women who display a strong sexual presence or desire.
Roach’s work in Bonk is written from a place of passion, not
qualification, as she admits to having no degree in science. Her personality in the text is a large part of what inspired me to take this
paper in more of a “social relevance” and less a “cold, hard science”
direction. The stark difference between the results of Roach’s research on male sexual history and female sexual history left me anxious to comment on why female sexual research appears to display
emphasis on psychological effects during sex while male sexual research shows more attention to the physical, tangible characteristics
of sex. It appears to all boil down to the idea that women can’t be
physically observed in a sexual light because it’s unbecoming. But
all that means is there’s a preexisting social standard that can be
changed with extended effort to normalize the discussion of sex between the sexes. I’m a strong advocate for the normalization of discussing sex in common conversation—especially for the sake of
communication and clarification between the sexes—because I’ve
heard so many heterosexual women commenting on how their boyfriends don’t understand what to do for them in bed. However, I do
believe that the key term is communication, which means we need
men standing up for women’s rights to discuss sex without being
slut-shamed, and we need women to help reassure men that they
don’t have to constantly play into the traditional, hyper-masculine
role.
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A 1797 example condemning open female sexuality, and contributing to the idea that women should obey societal standards, is Hannah Webster Foster’s The Coquette. The story, greatly influenced by
the time when it was written, is a fictional version of the events that
occurred resulting in the death of Elizabeth Whitman. By the end of
the story, Eliza (the fictional representation of Elizabeth) dies giving
birth to an illegitimate child. But the reason that the (fictional) Eliza
dies isn’t just because of historical fact. Women of this time period
were expected to settle down early, remain faithful to one man, and
maintain a clean, domestic life. Eliza threatened this role of the
woman in eighteenth century society by flirting with two men at the
same time and refusing to settle down with the socially honorable
reverend—choosing instead to chase after the morally deviant character of Major Sanford. While the piece itself is only fiction, it remains faithful to the standards placed on women of the 1700s and
early 1800s. And if flirting is off the table, then being up close and
personal with a lady’s vagina isn’t going to resonate well with the
general public of that time either. In this era, some doctors wouldn’t
even look at a woman’s pelvic area when performing surgery for fear
of being deemed indecent! From this information, it’s reasonable to
deduce that most, if not all, of the money available for scientific research wouldn’t be granted toward trying to embrace female sexuality.
Novels like The Coquette aren’t the only problem. In fact, many
women worldwide turn to superstition and spiritual beliefs for guidance in their sexual endeavors. One study found that as many as
60% of Saudi Arabian women believed infertility is the product of
envy (Boakaie et al. 379). Other beliefs about women’s fertility
across the globe include the ideas that adoption will lead to increased fertility for a woman, that masturbation weakens the body,
and that holding the feet above one’s head after sex increases the
chances of becoming pregnant (379, 381-82). Such beliefs permeate
their cultures and typically have negative social effects on the
women of those cultures. The more drastic effects of this way of
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thinking are seen in developing countries like Zimbabwe and
Mozambique where the push for women to become mothers causes
enormous social pressure (383). But even in the developed world,
common social consequences of beliefs like these come in the form
of blaming and shaming women for fertility issues. These accusations often spawn regardless of whether the reason for infertility is
known to be hers or not—sometimes even in spite of knowing that
the infertility is coming from the male counterpart’s sperm count
being low. One Iranian woman testified that, despite her husband
having no sperm count, he still blamed her for their fertility problems (381). Further research and examination of human female sexual and reproductive health would be useful in clarifying what this
lack of sexual fitness is caused by, and it could potentially aid in the
development of remedies for this state of reproductive health
(Loutsch and Shaw).
Despite masturbation being a prime suspect of infertility for
many people, and a topic worthy of scorn when women discuss it in
social circles, Alfred Kinsey is a rare example of a researcher who
explored the nature of masturbation and sexual pleasure for women
around the 1950s. This research enthymematically suggests that the
reason heterosexual women find it difficult to orgasm during sex is
that women simply don’t talk about the details of sex enough. Because of this, most men fail to understand the intricacies of female
stimulation (Kinsey). This is entirely understandable when broken
down: imagine being presented a vagina for the first time without
access to any materials (academic texts, pornography, etc.) explaining how to help the person it belongs to achieve an orgasm. Sex is a
daunting activity without focusing purely on the “how-to” aspect of
it, but add in the expectations toxic masculinity imposes on men (giant penis, great in bed, smooth talker, and any other “macho” characteristics possible), and suddenly it seems strange that society
expects men to know exactly what to do in bed while women are expected not to talk about it! And, paralleling that idea, it’s strange
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that society looks down on women for openly discussing details that
could lead to better sex for both parties involved.
In more recent years, there has been an abundance of sexual
overtones in contemporary media—yet the topic of sex, specifically
in relation to women, remains uncomfortable for many people.
However, many celebrities have started to give societal expectations
the metaphorical middle finger. Iggy Azalea is a stark example of
this. Based on the lyrics in her song “Pu$$y,” it’s obvious she feels
no need to censor herself for society’s comfort. After an intro where
the word “pussy” is used three times in under eight lines, the lyrics
“Will you stop saying ‘pussy’? / People are eating in here” come up.
This is self-aware commentary on how the song is intended to make
people feel uncomfortable based on the subject matter—female genitals. And Azalea doesn’t stop after the intro: immediately following
that line, she repeats the word eight times consecutively and explicitly describes sex from a woman’s point of view throughout her song.
Other lines such as, “Open ya mouth / Taste the rainbow / Taste my
Skittles, ah!” maintain no hint of subtlety when it comes to the Australian rapper’s explicitly open enjoyment of sex for more than just
procreation. While this is an extremely raunchy and provocative example, it can open doors for the discussion of female sexuality in a
way that’s not limited to academics or between only lovers.
Due to the wide variety of media available for consumption by
the general public, spreading information has never been easier.
This allows idols to sway the social reception of information merely
by releasing content that reflects their personal views. Of course,
there are still cohorts strongly opposed to the new wave of sex-positive productions; however, the existence of this new media is
enough to prod the subject of female sexuality into mainstream conversation. Over time, the effect of more mass-produced and destigmatized subject matter should trickle into the mindsets of the
academic world, causing further destigmatization of future research
on female sexuality and sexual health. ►►
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Allegorical Domestic Violence in
“The Birth-Mark”
BAYLEE BOZARTH
In this analysis of the classic short story “The Birth-Mark,” Baylee Bozarth explains how Nathaniel Hawthorne symbolically aligns science
with patriarchal power to deliver a compelling allegory about spousal
abuse. This essay was written for American Literature I with Dr.
Brenda Brown.

N

ATHANIEL HAWTHORNE’S “THE BIRTH-MARK” tells the story

of a young married couple, Aylmer and Georgiana. Aylmer
is a male scientist; Georgiana is a woman, almost perfect
in appearance, except for the birthmark termed a “bloody hand” on
her left cheek (1321). In Aylmer’s determination to use science to
remove the mark, he literally drains the life from his wife and leaves
her unblemished but dead (1331). Hawthorne, who is known for his
allegorical texts, is implying a deeper message about the treatment
of women throughout this story (Weinstein 44). Through literary
means, Hawthorne is able to tell a story about domestic violence and
the treatment of women as objects.
Hawthorne uses many strategies of Romantic storytelling to his
advantage in creating the chilling and hostile environment in “The
Birth-Mark.” The story has many qualities often utilized in Roman-
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tic literature, including “the lack of social context, the stylized, allegorized quality of the characters, and the strange, pervasive air of
distance” (Lawson and Shakinovsky 23). These three qualities allow
the story to unfold in a way that is slightly creepy, but mostly shows
the true range of horrible actions possible by a man in complete control of his wife. Hawthorne is fond of Romanticism, because it allows
deeper investigation into the “human-heart” than other types of
writing (Lawson and Shakinovsky 24). In this story, he is leading the
reader to consider two main ideas: the value of women beyond their
outward beauty and the dangerous power dynamic between husband and wife. He depicts the unhealthy relationship between the
characters by exposing readers to the same isolation felt by Georgiana.
The story depicts the isolation often inflicted on women by their
abusers in a stylized but realistic way. Because “The Birth-Mark” remains unconnected from the world outside the one Aylmer and
Georgiana have created for themselves, it allows for their alienation
and careful consideration of them as characters. It also allows the
audience to feel the same separation from reality that plagues Georgiana. Many trauma survivors, such as those of domestic violence,
describe their abuse as having “no beginning, no end, no during, no
before, and no after” (Lawson and Shakinovsky 25). Therefore, the
timelessness applied in the story is similar to the trauma Georgiana
is experiencing at the hands of her abusive husband. In the beginning, she is aware of other people’s opinions of her blemish and is
inclined to also believe that it has a charm (Hawthorne 1321). However, by the end of the story, because of the isolation from others
and constant exposure to the negative opinion of her husband, she
instead refers to it as a “horrible stigma” and begs Aylmer to remove
it (1329). She loses her ability to think for herself or recognize her
own worth. To Aylmer and herself, her worth is measured by her
physical perfection and beauty.
The beauty standards imposed upon Georgiana in this story are
harsh and unfair. Throughout the story, Aylmer’s appearance is not
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described once, yet the conflict revolves around a simple imperfection in his wife’s face (Lawson and Shakinovsky 30). The importance
placed on the way Georgiana looks is superficial and degrading. Her
own husband struggles to look at her, because her face is less perfect
than it could be (Hawthorne 1321). The pressure to be physically
perfect is a major factor in her devotion to her Aylmer and her willingness to drink the potion that kills her. Aylmer uses “science” to
create the substance, but his relationship to scientific craft is actually symbolic of his power over Georgiana.
Aylmer’s role as a scientist allows him the ability to view Georgiana as a subject; Hawthorne makes a connection between women
and experimental subjects. Often, when analyzing this text in class,
college-level students point out that Hawthorne is writing about
how “some hubristic men considered females as expendable pawns
whom the scientists willingly destroy for the sake of knowledge”
(Cobb and Sterling 151). It is clear that Hawthorne is making a point
about the scientist/subject relationship, which is scarily similar to a
husband/wife situation. Aylmer’s actual science is not important to
the story. In fact, he is “more consistently the aesthetic scientist than
the scientific aesthete” (Rucker). The role of scientist is, instead, being used to symbolize the power, manifesting as superior
knowledge, that Aylmer has over Georgiana, the power that ultimately leads her to feel unworthy in his presence.
Aylmer and Georgiana’s relationship depicts the cycle that is often evident in domestic violence situations. Liz Rosenberg describes
the story as “clearly a newlywed’s story, fresh with the author’s anxieties, hopes, and fears.” This is accurate in that it shows the process
of marriage moving from a state of new love and admiration to one
of resentment and violence. Yet, Georgiana is never aware of the
danger in this transition, which is often accurate in real domestic
violence situations. Throughout the story, we see her opinions
change but not in her own favor. She respects herself less and her
husband more and more.
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Georgiana’s ultimate submission to Aylmer is a large part of the
narrative. She is, at first, bold enough to lash out in anger at him
when he speaks negatively about her birthmark. However, as she begins to see the mark the way he does, she also begins to see herself
the way he does: as a slave (Lawson and Shakinovsky 31). She says
troubling things, such as, “It has made me worship you more than
ever,” after reading his scientific journal (Hawthorne 1328). This devout worship of someone who hates and, in turn, has caused her to
hate her appearance is unhealthy. She allows Aylmer to murder her,
because she is desperate for him to no longer be disgusted by her
face and to be able to love her without hesitation.
The scene where Georgiana dies is never explicitly described as
murder, but it is such in every way possible. When Aylmer successfully rids her of the birthmark, readers know that Aylmer is ecstatic.
He encourages his assistant to laugh and be joyful at their success
(Hawthorne 1331). However, the narrator provides the reader with
no information concerning his response to the death of his wife
(Lawson and Shakinovsky 34). That is not important to the story,
nor would the outcome be pleasant for the reader to experience. To
Aylmer, the experiment was successful, because his only real intent
was to remove the birthmark. The death of his wife is simply “collateral damage” (Cobb and Sterling 155), because he sees his wife not
as a person but as simply an expression of beauty marred by a hideous mark.
“The Birth-Mark” is an allegory masquerading as a scientific experiment gone wrong. Yet, the truth of what happens is simple: a
man uses his power to take advantage of his wife and degrade her to
becoming less than herself. By the end of the story, Georgiana is no
longer her own person but a slave to the desires of her husband. Aylmer, in his determination to “fix” her, takes his wife’s life. Hawthorne intended for this to be an allegorical and complex story that
teaches or causes the audience to question something about human
existence. He wants readers to reconsider their view of women and
realize the flaws in men’s thinking during the time period. Women
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are not disposable, and their appearance is not the most important
aspect of their existence. ►►
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Jekyll and Hyde
A Case Study
MCKENZIE SCHOOLEY
Drawing from social and psychological theory, McKenzie Schooley
reads Robert Louis Stevenson’s The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde as an extended case study in the hegemonic masculinity, homosexual repression, and psychological turmoil characteristic of the late
nineteenth century. This essay was written for World Thought and
Culture III with Drs. Stephen Weber and Shelley Rees.

T

HE STRANGE CASE OF DR. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, written by Rob-

ert Louis Stevenson, is a classic example of Victorian Gothic
literature, bringing to life the darkest parts of humankind.
Published in 1886, this novella quickly became a sensation. Although many read The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde as
simply a literary work, the text can also function as a case study for
social scientists, providing pertinent examples of the manifestation
of the oppressive and damaging enslavement to sociological and
psychological norms for males in the late nineteenth century.
The nineteenth century was characterized by shifts in the relationships among gender, class, and nationality, from which rose the
middle-class Englishman. By assigning significance to somatic and
social differences, the English bourgeois were able to normalize the
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effects of privilege and authority they accrued throughout the period. By taking the properties of what they deemed “normal” to develop a frame of reference for determining “abnormal” properties,
the middle-class Englishman legitimized practices of devaluing and
dehumanizing all “others” to bolster their social, political, and economic positions (Cohen 182).
Towards the end of the century, the English middle-class began
to face many challenges. Most of the challenges stemmed from the
fluctuations of the economy, labor organization among working
classes, and emergent endeavors of middle-class women to distinguish themselves as political and economic entities. These antagonistic advances caused the “vexed relations between the middleclass Englishman and his many ‘others’ to reveal latent instabilities
in masculine property and propriety that had remained obscured
when unchallenged” (Cohen 183).
These “latent instabilities” emerge from social norms. Norms, or
rules about behavior, are prevalent throughout both historical and
contemporary societies (Grusky). From the universality of norms
comes Durkheim’s idea of a “collective consciousness.” This is a set
of shared ideas and beliefs held by all members of a society. These
ideas and beliefs are put into place and policed by institutions,
which are mechanisms of maintaining social order. Within the collective consciousness lie norms and social constructs.
The socialization of gender into categories, such as masculine
and feminine, is a social construction (Grusky). A social construct is
an idea or concept that appears to be natural, real, and obvious to
those who accept it, but in reality is merely an invention of society.
Although masculinity and femininity do not truly exist in any essential form, they have very real consequences in life. These social constructions can affect the social, political, ideological, and economic
struggles among genders.
The prevailing and oppressive force affecting Dr. Jekyll stems
from hegemonic masculinity. In order to better understand this concept, one must examine both hegemony and masculinity separately.
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Masculinity refers to the “male norms” of society. Patricia Sexton
suggests that male norms “stress values such as courage, inner direction, certain forms of aggression, autonomy, mastery, technological skill, group solidarity, adventure, and considerable amounts of
toughness in mind and body” (qtd. in Donaldson 644). Additionally,
masculinity entails the rejection and objectification of feminine
norms as well as females themselves.
Hegemony can be connected to Marxist ideas. It can be described as the “winning and holding of power and the formation
(and destruction) of social groups in the process” (Donaldson 645).
Most importantly, hegemony is about the ways in which the ruling
class establishes and maintains dominance. It involves the persuasion of a large part of the population, which can be achieved through
the media and social institutions (645). Hegemonic masculinity can
be summed up by this quote from USAO professor Chris Garneau:
“What’s good for women is good for women. What’s good for men is
good for everyone.”
Emerging from this definition, some fundamental elements of
hegemonic masculinity are heterosexuality and homophobia. There
are three explanations for why male homosexuality is considered
“counter-hegemonic.” First, hostility towards homosexuality is regarded as vital to male heterosexuality. Second, homosexuality is associated with the feminine rather than masculine. Finally, the form
of homosexual pleasure, or gender of sexual partner, is considered
noncompliant to male norms (Donaldson 648). From these criteria
come the idea that, “women exist as potential sexual objects for men
while men are negated as sexual objects for men” (645). Conforming
to the demands of hegemonic masculinity “pushes heterosexual
men to homophobia and rewards them for it, in the form of social
support and reduced anxiety about their own manliness” (648).
Hegemonic masculinity can be described as a “lived experience,
and an economic and cultural force, and dependent on social arrangements” (Donaldson 646). What can hegemonic masculinity do
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to men? It can, “fascinate, undermine, appropriate some men’s bodies, organize, impose, pass itself off as natural, deform, harm, and
deny” (646).
Dr. Jekyll is born into wealth, placing him in the upper-middle
class or bourgeois by nineteenth-century standards. He has “every
guarantee of an honorable and distinguished future” (Stevenson
42). Jekyll, however, has desires and pleasures that his peers and
social norms deem wrong. He feels as though he cannot not freely
express these desires due to his status in society. Jekyll explains this
by saying, “many a man would have blazoned such irregularities as
I was guilty of; but from the high views that I had set before me I
regarded and hid them with an almost morbid sense of shame” (42).
This duality of self Jekyll experiences can be seen as a direct result of the oppressive societal force of hegemonic masculinity. The
ideals of heteronormativity, imposed by nineteenth-century Victorian society, are problematic for Jekyll. As he had thinks about his
desires and the dissonance they cause him, he draws “steadily
nearer to that truth by whose partial discovery [he has] been
doomed to such a dreadful shipwreck: that man is not truly one, but
truly two.” (43). This two-ness is then physically embodied when Dr.
Jekyll, through an undisclosed pharmaceutical concoction, becomes
Hyde, the embodiment of the long-repressed desires.
Stevenson is never entirely transparent about these repressed
desires, but the characters and reader can infer homosexuality. Jekyll admits that the reason for the creation of Hyde is for the feelings
of freedom that accompany embodying this alter-ego, saying he feels
“like a schoolboy, stripping off these lendings and springing headlong into the sea of liberty” (46). Jekyll also feels “younger, lighter,
happier in body” when he embodies Hyde (44). These confessions
not only symbolize Jekyll’s craving to be free of the societal expectations thrust upon him, but the allusion to an adolescent “schoolboy”
seems to suggest homosexuality (Laubender). Jekyll writes, “the
pleasures which I made haste to seek in my disguise were, as I have
said, undignified” (Stevenson 46). These references to a forbidden
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and emasculating sense of pleasure further emphasize the idea that
Hyde is the embodiment of Jekyll’s latent homosexual impulses.
The lack of female characters or love interests can also be a sign
of homosexuality. Neither Jekyll nor Hyde ever mention or interact
with women. Dr. Jekyll, the upright, refined Englishman, has no
wife and no inkling of an interest in having one. Mr. Hyde, who is
the embodiment of Jekyll’s innermost desires, has no interest in
women, either, even during his nightly trysts. The only female interaction occurs when Hyde tramples a female child at the beginning
of the text. The violent encounter with the singular female in the text
could represent the repercussions of the repression of his homosexual desires, attacking the socially “appropriate,” but personally undesirable, object of his affections.
Charles Horton Cooley offers a theory of self that can help to enhance our understanding of Dr. Jekyll. The theory of the “lookingglass self” asserts that our self-concept, or view of self, is not merely
an individualistic process, but also involves others in our society.
Cooley ascertains that self-feeling and social feelings are not two
separate entities, but rather different aspects of the same phenomenon. Both self and social feeling must be harmonious in order for
the individual to be at peace. In other words, the way you see yourself must coexist and be congruent with the way others see you.
This theory focuses on society and how it shapes our identity.
Cooley states that an individual’s self develops as a result of the individual’s interactions with and within society. The views of ourselves, therefore, stem from the consideration of personal attributes
and impressions of how others may perceive us. Individuals’ selffeelings largely depend on the societies in which they reside. For Dr.
Jekyll, this society is oppressive and harsh. As stated previously,
nineteenth-century Englishmen faced political and economic challenges and contended with ideas of masculinity.
In the case of Dr. Jekyll, self-feeling and social feelings are incongruent. Jekyll experiences irreconcilable dissonance between his
self-feeling, which Hyde embodies, and his social feeling, which he
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himself embodies. Jekyll feels as though he cannot reveal his selffeeling without ruining his social embodiment. These two feelings,
Jekyll affirms, both uniquely belong to him: “though so profound a
double-dealer, I was in no sense a hypocrite; both sides of me were
dead in earnest; I was no more myself when I laid aside restraint and
plunged in shame, than when I labored in the eye of the day, at the
furtherance of knowledge or the relief of sorrow and suffering” (Stevenson 42). Because these two feelings, according to Cooley, are the
same entity, Jekyll splits the two feelings into separate bodies to prevent the disturbing dissonance.
Very soon after Stevenson published his novella, one of the most
influential men in psychological history began formulating his theories. Sigmund Freud’s theory of personality involved three structures, the id, superego, and ego (Peters). The id, according to Freud,
is where our drives and instincts reside. The id operates on the
pleasure principle, demanding immediate gratification, and resides
in the unconscious. The superego is responsible for providing moral
standards. It operates on the morality principle, motivating us to behave in a socially acceptable, and responsible, manner. Finally, the
ego’s goal is to satisfy the demands of the id in a safe, socially accepted way. The ego operates on the reality principle, dealing with
daily life and demands from both the id and superego, and resides
in both the conscious and unconscious.
The rudimentary dilemma of human existence is the balancing
act between all three structures. Fundamentally, these three structures cannot coexist because each negates the others. Different types
of anxiety result from this constant power struggle. Moral anxiety
occurs when the superego is in control. It features feelings such as
guilt and shame. Neurotic anxiety occurs when the id and ego are in
a power struggle. The ego fears it may lose control over the id and
its socially unacceptable desires. If the ego becomes overwhelmed
with conflicts between the id and superego, it can deploy defense
mechanisms to prevent becoming overwhelmed by anxiety (Peters).
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The defense mechanisms central to this analysis are repression
and sublimation. Repression is an unconscious defense mechanism
employed by the ego to keep disturbing thoughts or actions from becoming consciously executed. Sublimation is the satisfaction of an
impulse with a substitute object in a socially acceptable way (Peters).
Viewing Dr. Jekyll through a Freudian lens provides another
perspective on the behavior and outcome of Jekyll and Hyde. For so
long, Jekyll experiences neurotic anxiety, fearing the Hyde within
will rear its ugly head. He simultaneously experiences moral anxiety, feeling guilt and shame about his inmost desires. As a result, he
employs repression as a defense mechanism. As time goes on, the
neurotic anxiety becomes too much, forcing him to use sublimation.
Jekyll’s form of sublimation manifests as the literal splitting of his
id from his ego and superego. Hyde represents the id, containing all
of Jekyll’s drives, urges, and socially unacceptable thoughts and
feelings. Jekyll describes Hyde in this way, saying, “all human beings, as we meet them, are commingled out of good and evil: and
Edward Hyde alone, in the ranks of mankind, was pure evil” (Stevenson 45). By this sublimation, Jekyll is rid of the socially unacceptable parts of himself and able to live free of anxiety.
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde can be read as
merely a traditional Gothic novella featuring a dark and mystical
transformation. This novella, however, is much more than that. Dr.
Jekyll’s plight gives readers a glimpse into the world and experiences of a late nineteenth-century Englishman. Within the text one
can see the oppressive nature of hegemonic masculinity at work.
The novella can also illustrate sociological and psychological theories and their impact on an individual. This text can function not
only as a literary piece, but also as a social-scientific case study and
commentary that illuminates the oppressive nature of late nineteenth-century societal and psychological norms that shackled and
enslaved men. ►►
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Parents in Prison and the
Silent Victims
SHAUNA MEDINA
In this research-intensive synthesis, Shauna Medina reviews scholarship on how parental incarceration detrimentally affects children, after which she suggests several practical conclusions of this research
and reflects on her own personal investment in the issue. The essay
was written for Infant, Child, and Adolescent Development with Dr.
Misty Steele.

ABSTRACT
RECENT TRENDS IN RISING PRISON populations have resulted in many
inmates leaving behind their families. Many of these parents live in
poverty, have limited education, and have guardianship over minors. According to The Bureau of Justice Statistics, children with incarcerated parents account for 2.3% of the U.S. population under 18
(Glaze & Maruschak, 2008). Professionals researching this subject
matter refer to these children as silent victims. Schools, welfare providers, and government agencies come in contact with many of those
affected every day. Children of inmates struggle to adapt to their
new lives without one or both parents. As laws grow tougher in
America, rifts throughout the community can be felt in the youngest
of individuals. There are very few studies that suggest exactly how
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many children are affected by this phenomenon. However, evidentiary information can be found that advocating these children
through stress would reduce a negative outcome (Miller, 2006).
Keywords: Parental incarceration, children, development

A

2.8 MILLION PEOPLE make up today’s prison
population in the United States. This number results in 1.7
million children with parents incarcerated in state and federal correctional facilities across the nation, significantly because
the years 1980 and 1990 saw the rise of stricter laws and harsher
sentences for offenders (Johnson & Easterling, 2012). Numbers
were especially high among lower income households and minorities. Many of these families experienced adverse effects due to detainment of a parent and subsequent separation of parents from
children (Miller, 2006). Studies have shown that children with a
parent in the correctional system are three-to-four times more likely
to engage in delinquent and antisocial behavior than those without
an imprisoned parent (Makariev & Shaver, 2009). These children
are shown to be at risk long before their parents’ incarceration due
to environmental factors. Consequently, this heightens the likelihood of maladjustment (Johnson & Easterling, 2012). The need exists for proactive interventions to help these endangered youth cope
with the loss of a parent while adapting to their ever-changing environments. Exploring the risk factors associated with parental incarceration and its effect on child behavior might help eradicate an
endless cycle of criminal offenders.
The United States currently has the highest prison population
rates in the world. The rate of incarcerated adults rose from
500,000 in 1980 to 1.5 million in 1990. By the year 2000, that number had climbed to 1.9 million (Johnson & Easterling, 2012). Since
the 1980s, the rate of parents housed in state and federal prisons
rose by 79% (Glaze & Maruschak, 2008). While the male prison population continues to be the dominant demographic, female imprisonment has risen rapidly, with a 400% increase in the last 30 years
N ESTIMATED
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(Miller, 2006). Studies contend children of incarcerated mothers
are more prone to more risk factors, leading up to adult imprisonment, than those who have a father in prison (Covington, 2016). Maternal incarceration has shown to have a greater impact on the
child’s wellbeing due to the mother’s traditional role as primary
caretaker. Children who lose mothers to the criminal justice system
have higher chances of various placement outcomes and sibling separation. Temporary placements, such as living with a relative or in
foster care, pose a threat when longer prison sentences are involved.
According to the Adoption and State Families Act (ASFA), a parent’s
rights are relinquished after a child is in foster care for 15 of 22
months. The maximum median term for female offenders is 60
months (Miller, 2006). In addition, expectant mothers account for
5-10% of those incarcerated. This, most often, results in a separation
between the mother and infant immediately following the child’s
birth (Makariev & Shaver, 2009).
Researchers have also studied the links between parental incarceration and its negative effects on youth. Children with a parent in
prison have an increased risk of developing not only delinquency,
but emotional trauma as well (Makariev & Shaver, 2009; Miller,
2006). Depression, nightmares, and trouble sleeping were found to
be recurring symptoms of those who reported having experienced
trauma (Johnson & Easterling, 2012). Children affected were likely
to demonstrate internalizing and externalizing behaviors (Arditti &
Savla, 2013). Because of the social stigma involved with having an
imprisoned parent, many of the youth studied sought negatively-influenced social circles (Miller, 2006). This, in turn, increased the
risk of truancy, juvenile delinquency, and poor academic performance; maternal incarceration, in particular, was found to have a
noticeable effect on high-school dropout rates among teens (Johnson & Easterling, 2012). Children of those incarcerated were also
more likely to be sexually promiscuous and become parents at an
early age (Miller, 2006). Growing up without one or both parents,
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these adolescents find themselves having poor relationships and unable to make lasting bonds. This results in detachment towards their
own children (Miller, 2006). Identifying the influence of parental
incarceration on their offspring develops useful tactics to better address these issues.
Across the United States, different organizations have employed
strategies to help recuperate parent-child relationships among those
affected. Deferred Prosecution Unit-Social Workers (DPU-SWIFS)
is a program out of Texas looking to educate children on their parents’ incarceration. DPU-SWIFS also works alongside their local Juvenile Justice department with at-risk adolescents capable of
entering adult facilities (Voss, 2008). According to Voss (2008), the
purpose of the program is to provide “a safe and cohesive environment” for the children of those incarcerated who have struggled to
cope with the repercussions. Group therapy and grief counseling are
among some of the practices DPU-SWIFS offers. Additionally, in
1992, Maryland’s Correctional Institute for Women created Girl
Scouts Behind Bars (GSBB). This program was designed to enhance
relationships between incarcerated mothers and their daughters by
increasing visitation, providing Girl Scout activities, and providing
educational counseling. Since then, more than 20 states having followed suit with the GSBB program (Miller, 2006). Actualizing programs such as these have proven to be successful in the mental wellbeing of the child. Caregivers and those incarcerated reported children with higher self-esteem, reduction in delinquent behavior, and
improved academic performance. Parents also had improved communication with their children (Miller, 2006).
Very little research still exists on the comprehensive effects parental incarceration has on children. The number of children affected by parental incarceration is often left to estimate, as this data
is not commonly collected by correctional facilities, schools, or social services (Poehlmann, Dallaire, Loper, & Shear, 2010). However,
collection of accurate data on those affected is imperative to profes-
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sionals who seek to enhance mediation processes, and developmental factors in children afflicted is but one topic researchers work to
better understand. By exploring the topic of behavioral changes
among different sexes, researchers could help explain the hypothesis that girls and boys react differently to parental incarceration
(Miller, 2006). Therefore, facilitating a comprehensive collection of
data and improving child-parent visitation through the prison system could possibly lessen the likelihood of a revolving door of criminal offenders.

EXPLORATIVE
WHEN I BEGAN THIS RESEARCH paper, I was more than a little excited
about this topic. More than anything, I wanted the information I
provided to be detailed, accurate, and intriguing. Hopefully, through
that, I am able to convey my passion for this subject. Today’s prisons
are overcrowded. That alone should bother a lot of people. These
prisoners are humans who made a mistake; not all of them unredeemable. What is most troubling is that our prison system is occupied by those who could have been saved in the past. They are the
children of those who struggled with poverty, addiction, and abuse.
They are the children of those who were punished for their disadvantages and put in prison. We look at them today and see lost
causes, but do we see who they were when they were infants, toddlers, and children?
Prison populations began to rise the decade I was born. I remember visiting my biological father in Lexington, OK, while he
served his prison sentence. Lucky for me, he was not a big part of
my life before and he has not been since. However, there are many
individuals out there, young and old, who have parents who were
detained during a vulnerable time in their lives. There are not
enough resources out there for these children because there are not
enough people who care about their well-being. Today’s children are
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tomorrow’s adult offenders. We need to be considering rehabilitating instead of locking them up and throwing away the key. We need
to start looking at those children left behind when society wants to
turn a blind eye. I was happy to cover this topic because I hope to be
a part of this movement someday. ►►
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Cult of Misinformation
“Organic” as a God Term for Ethical and
Nutritional Superiority
GENEVIEVE GORDON
Drawing together numerous examples of “natural food” rhetoric,
Genevieve Gordon analyzes the rhetorical power of the term “organic” and its offshoots to inspire cultish enthusiasm within the discourse of food culture. This essay was written for Rhetoric &
Composition with Dr. Ben Wetherbee.

I

N THE WORLD OF FOOD rhetoric

and advertising, nothing comes
closer to a “god term” than the elusive, enthymematic “organic”
(see Weaver 212). As the world’s growing population relies more
heavily on scientific advancements, modern society seemingly becomes more and more detached from the “real” world, and life’s
basic components, like food, must be produced through partially artificial means. With this knowledge in mind, “organic” is an extremely effective label in targeting consumers who feel an ongoing
dread of “processed foods” and the potential harm they cause. “Organic” and its cluster of related terms, such as “all-natural,” have
loads of rhetorical assumptions behind them that strengthen their
leverage in grocery shelves and political debates alike.
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Although it sometimes seems the word “organic” is thrown
around haphazardly, the USDA has strict guidelines on what products can use the word on their labels and advertisements. To obtain
the “100% certified organic” seal, products must be grown and processed according to rigid standards that regulate “soil quality, animal raising practices, pest and weed control, and use of additives”
(McEvoy). If a product or package has the label “Made with organic
[ingredient or food group],” at least 70% of the food must be produced organically. Thus, even within the technical definitions of organic, there are varying degrees of organicness implied by the word
in different contexts. To the average consumer, though, these definitions are mostly meaningless; the non-literal, rhetorical meanings
have a weightier impact on the thoughts and feelings of consumers.
This makes the label effective in what Kenneth Burke calls “persuasion of attitude,” though it also profoundly influences choices made
about which products to buy (50). Customers not only purchase
more expensive groceries, but buy into a distinct, complicated ideology.
The most obvious implication of benefit within “organic” food is
logical appeal to better health. Appeals to improved health are always kairotic, for knowledge of human health is continually advancing and being healthier is always an attractive concept. The
enthymematic assumption underlying anything marketed as organic contains the premise that organic food is inherently better for
a consumer’s health than a similar product which is more heavily
processed. Websites and blogs that endorse the “organic” lifestyle
often use dramatic, fear-mongering language to push the idea that
organic food is the healthiest. An article entitled “A Doctor’s Top 4
Reasons to Eat Organic” on the website MindBodyGreen uses this
kind of language along with an ethical appeal to medical professionalism (Myers). It uses ambiguous words like “toxic,” “dangerous poisons,” and “sludge” to describe non-organic food, with very selective
evidence and explanation. The author, Amy Myers, also includes
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sweeping claims like, “Pesticides and herbicides are by their very nature toxic,” which an average audience is likely to believe without
further research. However, as of 2012, a large-scale study conducted
by Stanford Medicine shows little to no health difference between
organic and non-organic foods. Although the health differences may
be negligible, the price differences certainly are not. Perhaps this explains, Michelle Brandt points out, why consumers are still convinced of the benefits of organic foods. The inextricable link between
prices and perceived quality is the questionable basis of many enthymematic appeals, particularly in advertising. Since the “organic”
label often accompanies a higher price tag, consumers who have the
financial capabilities will assume it’s an investment in their own
health, especially if someone who brands themselves as an expert
suggests they do.
Myers’s article in MindBodyGreen opens with the statement,
“Our great-great-grandparents subsisted on a completely organic
diet.” She goes on to explain that the processes and pesticides used
to treat non-organic or genetically modified foods “didn’t exist back
then,” and suggests that to eat organic is to “eat like your ancestors.”
This blatant emotional appeal to nostalgia and golden-age thinking
is popular in rhetoric about “organic” and “natural” food; it implies
that to eat organic is to harken back to a simpler time, and that, today, food is simply a corrupt version of what it once was. Another
example of this rhetorical strategy is an internet meme image of a
woman with vegetables, made to look like a vintage advertisement,
which flashes the slogan: “Try organic food . . . or as your grandparents called it, ‘food’” (Food Matters). A version of the image also appears on a website called Eden’s Corner, a blog dedicated to natural
eating, medicine, and lifestyle. The visual component relates the ad
to a vision of “perfect” 1950s America, linking organic foods to the
famous prosperity of a post-World-War-II economy and middle
class. Yet another enthymeme is produced—just because something
was done in previous generations, is it better, healthier, or more ethical? This line of thinking is precisely what led to the development
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and popularity of the Paleo diet; it assumes that what worked in previous civilizations is still the best way. In this way, “organic” becomes synonymous with “the way things are supposed to be,” or,
“the way things used to be, back when things were better.”
The term “organic” encompasses all these meanings and more
but is still required to have a factual basis. Its cousin term, “natural,”
however, is thrown about more recklessly, cashing in on all the enthymematic assumptions of “organic” without any of the real meaning. The USDA has no strict definition for “natural”; it is ambiguous
but sounds close enough to “organic” that consumers think them to
be identical. In 2011, Wendy’s introduced an ad campaign for their
new “Natural-Cut Fries,” which include some potato skin and are
dashed with sea salt instead of processed salt. A description of the
product on their website includes the misleading phrase, “for a taste
as real as it gets” (“Natural-Cut Fries”). Wendy’s doesn’t have to explain why this new method of fry-cutting is somehow healthier than
the previous way; the “natural” enthymeme does it for them. As Aristotle says in the Rhetoric, “what is natural is pleasant”; just as with
“organic,” customers think “natural” fries will be better for them
(67). This advertisement is representative of another effect of the
“natural” god-term; it implies the alternative must be “unnatural.”
What does it mean for French fries to be cut unnaturally, and what
is the difference in terms of health? As it turns out, Wendy’s new
fries contain more calories and more sodium than they used to, but
their sales have still increased.
The political culmination of the rhetorical uses of “organic” and
“natural” is the argument over infamous GMOs—genetically modified organisms—used in the production of food. GMO foods are the
antithesis of what its opponents would describe as organic or natural, and the rhetoric in anti-GMO blogs and propaganda reflects
this. An advertisement designed for the Center for Food Safety
shows a shockingly bizarre image of a chicken with horse legs, fish
fins, and a lizard head, with the text: “Genetically engineered food is
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just unnatural” (Schorling). The image is strange and uncomfortable, which is precisely how anti-GMO advocates want GMOs to be
seen by their audiences. It’s a visual emotional appeal to disgust, and
enthymematically equates a mutant animal with genetically enhanced food for dramatic effect. A post on Eden’s Corner, entitled
“GMO: The Feeding of America,” the author warns, “we are being
used as human guinea pigs in a vast genetic experiment,” attempting
to blend the “organic” ethos with conspiracy to paint a gruesome
portrait of GMOs and companies like Monsanto (“GMO”). The “unnatural” argument against genetically modified food is a rhetorical
work-around; it allows the rhetor to avoid more meaningful discourse about the real topic. If “natural” and “organic” are god terms
in food marketing and GMO debate, “unnatural” is the “devil term”
(Weaver 222); it can shut down a pro-GMO argument by the simple
effect of making a GMO endorsement seem as though it goes against
nature and is therefore unhealthy. “Unnatural” has been similarly
used to attack issues like gay marriage and vaccinations without any
scientific backing; it sounds legitimate without needing to be. If
something doesn’t occur naturally, or in nature, is it something to
avoid, even if the effects of it are positive?
The rhetorical connotations of “organic” and “natural” all come
together to create a distinct community of “organic living” activists,
especially online, that identify with a distinct set of political opinions
about environmental issues, GMOs, and other matters. In the case
of Eden’s Corner, knowledge of organic living, and the dangers of
GMOs and processed food, is presented as nearly cult-like. A segment of the site called “Hidden Truths” is populated with conspiratorial rhetoric about topics that span from “poisonous” water to the
dangers of childhood vaccinations. Those who identify themselves
with natural-living causes often also subscribe to an ideology increasingly skeptical of corporate corruption and government conspiracy. Although an extreme example, Eden’s Corner brands its
followers “Fringe Dwellers,” hinting at some kind of secret
knowledge known by few, while the unenlightened are called “the
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masses, naïve souls, unaware their thoughts and actions.” These descriptions exemplify Burkean identification and division in an extreme form (Burke 22-23); it isolates a distinct “us” and “them”:
those who are enlightened, and those who are “brainwashed.”
Eden’s Corner’s divisive rhetoric even appeals to a religious desire to be “enlightened” or “saved.” If the organic advocates make a
convincing argument that the “masses” are being controlled and
corrupted, an uninformed audience is likely to believe this rhetor
has their interests in mind, enforcing ethical credibility. The phrase
“Eden’s corner” itself is a biblical reference that emotionally appeals
to a wide Christian audience. In a segment called, “Masses, Do the
Opposite and Succeed,” Eden’s Corner speaks directly to the reader,
envisioning the particular audience, the person reading this page, is
unique: “The masses, they scarcely read, albeit an occasional
glimpse at a tabloid headline while in the grocery store. But certainly
not anything that might improve their lives.” The webpage continues, “But you, you’re different,” and urges the reader to “get it right,
before it’s too late.” The entire article appeals to a particularly American commonplace that touts the importance of “bucking the system,” which pervades rhetoric that presents “organic” as the
alternative to “conventional.”
In addition to serving up inflammatory conspiracies and pitching a dramatic, cultish ideology, Eden’s Corner has a shop that sells
organic food and “natural” medicine. The identification with and
adherence to a set of beliefs that the website pitches to accompany
organic food also functions as a marketing tool; it suggests the extra
cash is worth it, since, in exchange, the customer is allowed access
into an elite club that refuses to be duped by corporate greed. In
some contained, simpler way, this is the same rhetoric that convinces an everyday grocery shopper to invest in food with an “organic” label, even if they’ve never found themselves in the depths of
a natural-living blog site. These appeals function together to create
an image of ethical superiority that has been attractive and rhetorically effective enough to produce a total of $47 million in organic
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food sales in 2016 alone. Appeals to supposed health, morality, and
identity never go out of style, so despite the USDA’s efforts to pinpoint a measurable definition of “organic,” the rhetorical use of the
word will continue to be an exaggerated marketing tool for customers who likes to think themselves smarter and healthier than others.
It is unlikely humans will ever cease to make uninformed, emotional
decisions. ►►
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The Enthymematic Connotations of
Trump’s God and Devil Terms
DESTANI MALICOAT CAPPS
Drawing from scholarship in rhetorical theory, Destani Malicoat
Capps analyzes a series of tweets by President Trump. She explains
how Trump fuses three rhetorical devices—the enthymeme, the
god/devil term, and the use of connotative meaning—into effective
but dangerously manipulative political rhetoric. This essay was written for Rhetoric & Composition with Dr. Ben Wetherbee.

R

creations. Even singularly, they are swathed in astounding weight, determination,
and aptitude; but rhetorical devices achieve their utmost
peak of critical influence when they work in tandem with one another. Powerful impact is found within clusters of rhetorical devices.
Rhetoricians survive and whittle out their persuasive strategies by
Aristotle’s ancient rhetorical playbook. Diminutive alterations are
made and new combinations are forged, but the foundational devices—the building blocks of rhetorical manipulation—are identical,
fixed, and persistent. Notable rhetoricians create their own assemblage of these devices, rendering their personal rhetoric effective,
memorable, and custom-made. Through vigilant analysis of Donald
Trump’s famed phrases, one uncovers his talent for spewing admiHETORICAL DEVICES ARE BEAUTIFUL
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rably effective rhetoric, similar to that of Ronald Reagan, by the fusion of three specific rhetorical devices—enthymemes, connotations, and god and devil terms.
Three main devices constitute Trump’s approach to rhetoric—
the first of which is the enthymeme. “Enthymeme” was coined by
the rhetorical genius Aristotle, who wished to create a conduit between rhetoric as defined by the Sophists and that as defined by Socrates and Plato (Johnstone). Aristotle deemed a syllogism to be a
dialectical proof because, when explicated, the premises necessarily
follow one another; the enthymeme is a subunit of a syllogism better
designed for rhetorical proof. Both the syllogism and the enthymeme are commonly based on widely-held, collective opinions, rely
on deductive reasoning, and are grounded in probability (Johnstone). The enthymeme is simply a type of syllogism geared toward
rhetorical persuasion; Aristotle actually refers to the enthymeme as
“the rhetorical syllogism” (qtd. in Johnstone). Comprehension of
the closely-knit relationship between the syllogism and enthymeme,
and the enthymeme and rhetorical persuasion, is essential when attempting to illuminate the mechanics behind a speaker’s rhetorical
declarations.
Crucial differences between the syllogism and enthymeme can
be outlined, however. First, the syllogism is intended to be comprised of logical premises, leading harmoniously to a necessarilytrue conclusion; yet, the enthymeme—even as a syllogistic subdivision—must draw premises from another source: the views of the audience. Therefore, where the syllogism appeals to wisdom, the
enthymeme alternately requests the attention of biased, collective
naivety (Johnstone; Zarefsky). Audience awareness explains the
monumentally successful and common implementation of the enthymeme; the appeal to sweeping opinions or beliefs allows for more
persuasive, though not necessarily accurate, rhetoric. The second
discrepancy between the two rhetorical proofs is the categorical
classification of the desired conclusion. The enthymeme is used to
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persuade and the syllogism to criticize (Cronkhite). Next, the syllogism is applied in circumstances where the rhetorician and audience
pursue the answer to a comprehensive, broad question; alternatively, the enthymeme is permanently and exclusively employed
when the question or conclusion is of a more precise nature (Johnstone). All enthymemes are a type of syllogism, but not all syllogisms
are enthymemes. They are both used as tools of rhetorical proof but
not in identical circumstances or with matching motivation.
The enthymeme is arguably the most commonplace strategy
employed in present-day stylistic dialogue. It remains a vital rhetorical tool, despite its advanced age (Johnstone). This practical reasoning device is an important heuristic needed to conserve mental
energy—and persuade the majority of those who lack the mental capacity for logical reasoning. This heuristic saves energy through its
similarity to a fill-in-the-blank exam; the audience must determine
the implied premise, which is usually done without difficulty because the premise is hard-wired into the audience’s cultural belief
system (Johnstone; Zarefsky). By means of utmost simplicity, the
formidable power of suggestive, implied persuasion is unearthed.
The state of the syllogism and enthymeme is encompassed by fierce
argumentation; critics cannot seem to agree whether these tools are
valid or logically sound (Zarefsky). The argumentation creates a
false dichotomy in which middle ground is uninhabited, unlivable,
outlawed. According to David Zarefsky, the syllogism and enthymeme are now hardly used in rhetorical persuasion. This claim can
and will be hotly disputed; through examination of political orations, it becomes obvious that these rhetorical tools continue to be
abundantly active.
Rhetorical analysists commonly fixate on the implications of linguistic connotations. For example, Roland Barthes includes connotative appeal as one of three major components of the rhetorical
power of an image. Connotations are not simply irrelevant, insignificant adherences to a linguistic pronouncement, or parole; connotations are the zeitgeist—or a multitude that even outlasts singular
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zeitgeists. Some connotations are perennial; others bloom with the
season. Barthes states that images convey meaning differently than
words or phrases do. The cultural baggage that images or symbols
possess is what enables connotative delineations to be drawn from
them. He finds connotation to be the most intriguing dimension of
imagistic meaning. Similarly, Barthes’ concepts of denotations, connotations, and linguistic components can be applied to strictly linguistic constructions as well—like speeches or other rhetorical
assertions. Contrary to the definitiveness of denotations, connotations will necessarily fluctuate from culture to culture and between
cohorts. In the connotative meaning, the linguistic construction intersects with warehouses of the audience’s cultural presuppositions
(Barthes). Audience ideology is the key to understanding which connotations will be evoked from a linguistic utterance.
God and devil terms are the rhetorical coinage of Richard
Weaver. God terms inherently encompass all the morals to which an
audience ideologically clings. The opposite is true for devil terms;
these terms connotate ideas or objects which are not complementary to the audience’s worldview; therefore, audiences emphatically
shun these ideas and terms (Broda-Bahm). Devil terms are not
simply a matter of rejection; rather, they are a matter of identification. God terms and devil terms rely on a forceful “us versus them”
mentality. Consequently, god terms connote rejoiced beliefs held
within the mentality of the audience and the ideological menagerie
with which they identify, and devil terms connote of the distastefully-defended beliefs of their disputants (Broda-Bahm). The audience does not have to work to make these connections; the
connotations of god and devil terms are natural and effortless
(Broda-Bahm). Constant submersion in these ideas—with these
fierce cultural commonplaces—permits for this to be the case.
Cultural commonplaces and ideological identification are the
two principles behind the success and motivation of enthymemes,
connotations, and god and devil terms. Part-time president and fulltime rhetorician Donald Trump presents his god and devil terms
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with the knowledge that they will promote enthymematic connotations that endorse his audience’s ideology. This is an advantageously
potent, yet unoriginal, tool to promote his rhetorical agenda. Flashback to the 1980s: President Ronald Reagan ingrained his rhetoric—
and his audience—with metaphors of good and evil; predating
Reagan’s rhetoric, President Jimmy Carter carefully included god
terms like “new” in his articulate discourses (Bosmajian 102-03).
Most political rhetoric is thoughtlessly snatched from a horde of manipulatively plagiarized material. It is vital that humans gain awareness of the repetition and deception ceaselessly imitated by
politician after politician, decade after decade. Terence P. Moran, in
reference to George Orwell’s 1984, detects that “it is not events but
labels that shape our perceptions in reality. Unlike events, labels are
not fixed but flexible, open to manipulation, alteration, and even reversal” (qtd. in Bosmajian 102). These reused terms are manufactured into a rhetorical monopoly—there for exploitation by the
politicians and discarded when that approach no longer suits them.
The repetition is truly remarkable—the commitment to such an
organized system of manipulation. Reagan included variations of
“free” so many times in one long speech that they averaged out to
one instance per minute (Bosmajian 103). Reagan obviously stacked
his speeches with god terms, with variations of “America” repeated
fifteen times (104). Unsurprisingly, “America” is also one of Trump’s
favorite terms to reiterate. Another similarity between Reagan and
Trump’s rhetoric is reflected in Reagan’s quote, “Our nation is
poised for greatness. . . . Let history say of us, these were the golden
years—when the American Revolution was reborn, when freedom
gained new life an America reached for her best” (qtd. in Bosmajian
104). With peculiar recollections of this declaration, Trump flaunts
his slogan “Make America Great Again!” God terms constitute one
half of his presidential slogan; the stale unoriginality is breathtakingly banal. Additionally, Haig Bosmajian mentions 1984’s domineering proverb “War Is Peace” (102). Recently, Trump was
addressing his intention to rebuild the United States’ military and
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stated: “I want peace through strength” (@realDonaldTrump,
“U.S.”). Disregarding consideration of the eerie parallel between this
tweet and a fictional dystopian novel about tyranny (Orwell’s 1984),
the tweet is, once again, heavily composed of god terms.
Worthy of consideration are the potential benefits of these rhetorical devices to politicians. What could Trump gain from the tireless reiteration of enthymemes and god terms? Trump entrusts his
audience with the responsibility of decoding his enthymemes; he
trusts in this process because he is aware that the audience has an
ideological storehouse of linguistic connotations and cherished values, equipped to decode his implicit message. Trump, along with
many other conservatives, has deemed “immigrant” to be a devil
term. In his tweet, “I look forward to working w/ D’s + R’s in Congress to address immigration reform in a way that puts hardworking
citizens of our country first” (@realDonaldTrump, “I look”), there is
politically-motivated language, but nothing appears to be blatantly
belligerent. However, there is a problem, and it begins to unravel
after distinguishing the god terms: hardworking, citizens, and first.
This, in addition to the existing knowledge that immigration is a
devil term, leads to an enthymematic revelation. Trump desires to
create immigration reform and do so in such a way that “hardworking citizens” are benefited. But, the implicit premise demonstrates
an aversion to indolent noncitizens. If the group he named comes
first, it necessitates that a group must come in last. For Trump and
his audience, who share a political ideology, the preexisting standard of immigration as inherently bad must manifest in order to decode this enthymeme. In 2004, Tune A. Van Dijk coined the
“ideological square,” a method of analysis which contemplates
where the speaker places the emphasis (Mohammadi and Javadi 3).
Specifically, does the author place emphasis on “our” good features
and “their” bad ones? Does the speaker deemphasize “our” bad qualities and “their” good ones? These are tremendously helpful questions, especially in the context of Trump’s approach to immigration.
Examining where Trump places emphasis in his rhetoric can tell the
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reader more about his intentions. Enthymemes serve many purposes, but this one specifically is used to blanket offensive material
and potentially manipulate voters.
The cycle from stated enthymeme to existing god term to connotative appendages is quite similar to the dispersion of other common values in society: reiteration and absorption. Through
examination of Reagan and Trump—and even George Orwell’s fiction—one is able to pinpoint the exaggerated, mechanical replication of god terms and enthymemes in certain connotative scenarios.
Trump has several other statements full-to-the-brim with enthymemes and god terms, such as “the Fake News is working overtime”
and “We need to make AMERICA SAFE!” (@realDonaldTrump,
“Tax Cuts,” “Congress”). The cyclical, synchronistic pattern is as follows: a god or devil term is used, connotations that are attached to
this word are exposed, and then these connotations help the audience to uncover the implied enthymeme. The cycle is repetitive—like
the limited vocabulary of America’s presidents—and each step feeds
into the overarching cultural ideology. In order to divulge information to the audience, the rhetorician will use ideological terms
with essential, innate connotations, and, in turn, the audience will
recognize the enthymeme because of similar intrinsic belief systems
and values.
Evaluation of rhetoric is necessary. Norman Farclough presents
an inquisitive model that demands further investigation into textual
structures, such as words that are ideologically disputed, reiterated,
prejudicial, part of larger systems of meaning, or insinuative (Mohammadi and Javadi). Reading, listening, and speaking with reference to this model will enable the audience to retrieve genuine
meaning; correspondingly, this model is responsible for certain analytical questions necessary for analysis of Trump’s language. Specifically, in the tweets examined here, Trump restates six god/devil
terms or phrases: “safe,” “peace through strength,” “puts hardworking citizens first,” “fake news,” “Make America Great Again,” and
“new immigration reform.” “Safe” is a simple, overused term that
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holds no intrinsic danger, but when it is connected to societal biases,
new slipperiness emerges. “Safe” means free of danger, with arousal
of desirable connotations. However, from the fingers of @realDonaldTrump, “safe” is a god term used to evoke the suggestion that
society at present is unsafe and safety must be achieved by separateness—in context of immigration. These connotations reveal the enthymeme: Safety is of utmost concern, but America is presently
unsafe and must be protected from the threat of immigration. Next,
“peace through strength” evokes feelings of unity and the false conclusion that peace may only be achieved through power, hence affirming the implicit premise that the military must be strengthened.
“Fake news” is an interesting devil term used by Trump; it projects
an aura of unreliability around the media. However, the underlying
premise is even more troubling: Trump has the unrestricted immunity to deem any source he disagrees with to be “fake news.” Finally,
“new immigration reform” basically consists of one god term, “new”
(“reform” implies new as well), and one devil term, “immigration.”
“New/reform” is a term that, when combined with immigration,
lacks pathetic appeal. With this combination, immigration reform
apathetically converts, becoming parallel with any other emotionally detached legislation, neglectful of the fact that it is literally alienating human beings. The phase insinuates that the immigration
system is not only ineffective but that immigrants are a problem to
be solved. This starkly demonstrates one benefit of enthymemes:
not coming across as a racist and misanthropic tyrant.
Donald Trump, among a flock of other presidents and rhetoricians, takes advantage of the cycle that perpetuates ideology. Enthymemes, god terms, connotations—and even devil terms—do not
inherently signify any dangerous or delinquent value. An “us versus
them” mentality, however, creates danger. Misanthropy, sexism,
racism, classicism create danger. Lack of education creates danger.
Manipulative rhetoricians create danger. It is critical that humans
are educated about identifying enthymemes, the danger of groupthink, and false dichotomies. Political, enthymematic rhetoric is not
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discourse that should ever be skimmed; rhetoric must be analyzed,
fragmented from its illusory deception. God and devil terms awaken
connotations that enable the audience to thoughtlessly interpret the
enthymeme’s implicit, and usually revolting, premise. Enthymemes
are used for persuasion; ensure that the persuasion is not blinding. ►►
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Hallucinogens and the Evolution
of Humankind
KARIS JONES
In this expansive work of research, Karis Jones reviews a wide range
scientific, artistic, and cultural evidence for the connection between
consciousness-altering substances and human evolution. She argues,
finally, that the West’s contemporary stigmatization of hallucinogenic drugs threatens to diminish human progress. This essay was
written for Senior Seminar under the direction of Dr. Brenda Brown.

T

HE RAPID PROGRESSION OF HUMAN consciousness throughout

history has perplexed scholars for generations. The transition from a basic Neanderthal to a self-aware, creative human being is an anomaly that has effectively labeled humans as the
most advanced species on Earth. While evolution occurs naturally
in beings, the exposure to hallucinogenic drugs could be the missing
link that led humans to become a conscious, expressive species. Specific research has emerged within the last forty years proposing that
psychotropic drug use by Homo sapiens’ ancestors has aided in establishing logical, religious, and artistic growth.
Naturally occurring hallucinogens have an intense ability to alter the brain’s cognition, emotion, and perception. To fully grasp
how influential psychotropic substances can be on an early Homo
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sapiens society, one must first understand how the substances interact within the human neurological system. Psychotropic substances have the ability to mimic serotonin by linking to the
coinciding receptors in the brain, ultimately exciting the performance of the neurons (Carhart-Harris et al.). The substance decreases activity in major subsections of the brain, such as the medial
prefrontal cortex, the thalamus, and posterior cingulate cortex,
which serve as information transporters throughout the brain. The
decrease of activity in these portions of the brain allows neurological
functions to be shared mutually, rather than the verbal cortex processing speech, the motor cortex processing motor action, and so
forth. This decrease in activity in these regions unveils a more open,
unrestrained version of brain function.
Upon MRI observation of the brain under the influence of psychotropic drugs, the networks within the brain became less distinct,
inferring that they communicate more openly (Carhart-Harris et
al.). Additional analysis also asserts that the brain operates with
greater tractability and fluidity under the influence of hallucinogens.
These studies imply that increased flexibility in brain functions allows for cognitive flexibility, creating powerhouses for creative
thinking. A result of these changes in the neurological system involves a sense of “ego-disintegration,” forcing an emphasis on one’s
sense of self and spiritual/religious presence outside of material existence. This unique grouping of changes in the brain allows for a
higher-level human consciousness, which in turn has led to the belief that hallucinogenic substances could have the power to mentally
alter the evolution of Homo sapiens as a whole.
The sheer power of psychotropic drugs allows for the “stoned
ape theory,” which explains the rapid logical advances of early humankind. The stoned ape theory was first hypothesized by Terence
McKenna in the 1970s to explain the rapid expansion of the neocortex in ancient humans, which is the most intense change of a major
organ on fossil record (“Stoned Ape”). The expansion is estimated
to have taken place around 100,000 years ago as early humans in
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Africa began to migrate north. Within a period of a few thousand
years, early hominids somehow evolved into advanced human beings. The theory asserts that this advancement is related to hominids adding wild psilocybin mushrooms that grew near the area to
their diet. To this day, psilocybin mushrooms still grow along river
ways in Africa, the same river-ways that are assumed to have supplied resources to the first sapiens. These low doses can increase visual accuracy, resource gathering, and arousal.
The stoned ape theory suggests that early hominids initially ate
these mushrooms for sustenance and later noticed the drug’s physical effects on their bodies (“Stoned Ape”). The increase in visual
precision allows for a more successful hunt, which then results in a
larger collection of resources. Consequently, this success in collecting resources allows for a lower infant mortality rate due to lack of
malnourishment. Psilocybin is also a stimulant, thus increasing the
libido in men and women, leading to increased occurrences of successful repopulation. McKenna hypothesizes that the newfound
hunter-gatherer success and higher reproduction rate in those who
partook in the substance caused the non-psilocybin consumers to
die out.
Not only could psilocybin have increased the prosperity of living, but we now know it also has the ability to reorganize the brain’s
information-processing systems within a lifetime of exposure. This
mental restructuring could have produced the first appearance of
human self-reflection. A dimension of cognitive activity is opened
under the influence of hallucinogens, consisting of thought, emotion, memory, and anticipation (“Stoned Ape”). Cognitive neurological structures related to conceptualization, visualization,
signification, and association have evolved within the human species unlike any other organism on the planet. Psychotropic plants,
therefore, could very well have played a role in establishing this
higher sense of cognition and imagination in early hominids.
Evidence of this cognitive advancement in ancient human logic
can be seen in the development of language. Hallucinogens trigger
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a phenomenon known as glossolalia, which involves sporadic acts of
verbal outbursts of an unknown dialect (“Stoned Ape”). This occurrence is still experienced commonly in psilocybin consumers. Glossolalia is essentially a form of neuroleptic seizure that occurs when
the speech cortex becomes converged with other cortexes in the
brain. Our language-forming ability may have become active
through the mutagenic influence of hallucinogens working directly
on systems that are concerned with speech and recognizing patterns. These raw vocalizations became the early building blocks for
modern human language.
To say that psychotropic plants lit the flame of human evolution
can be a hard pill to swallow. McKenna and the stoned ape theory
have faced a considerable amount of scrutiny and censorship from
the scientific community. Common accusations revolve around lack
of proof that these events ever occurred during the Stone Age. A
common question about the theory is how the traits of outside
sources (hallucinogens) entered the human genome to pass on to
future family lines. In response, McKenna explains,
psilocybin in the hominid diet changed the parameters of the process of natural selection by changing the behavioral patterns upon
which that selection was operating[,] . . . increa[sing] the numbers
of random mutations being offered up to the process of natural selection, while the augmentation of visual acuity, language use, and
ritual activity through the use of psilocybin represented new behaviors. (27)

Eventually the more successful styles of behavior sparked by the
mushrooms would spread through the populations along with the
genes that support them. This chain of events allowed the population to evolve genetically and culturally through outside substances
(28-33).
As for historical evidence, a study in 2010 was performed on the
19,000-year-old fossilized molars of a woman who became known
as the Red Lady of El Miron. Her remains were discovered in a cave
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in Eastern Spain. Researchers at the Max Planck Institute of Evolutionary Anthropology found microscopic evidence of psilocybin
mushrooms in the hardened dental plaque (Straus et al.). The remains became known as The Red Lady of El Miron. She was believed
to be of high status, as she was ordained with items and elaborate
crimson paint in her burial site. This discovery could be earliest evidence of human consumption of hallucinogenic mushrooms to
date.
The alternative history community excitedly pushed forward after making this discovery. Hallucinogenic scholars continued with
the hypothesis that major cognitive growth experienced during the
early hominid period can also be illustrated by an explosion of creative activity throughout the ancient world about 60,000 years after
the speculated discovery of psilocybin. During this age of human advancement, one can see a major shift in the way early humans perceived creativity. Previously, tasks had been limited to essential
needs: will this feed, protect, advance physical well-being, etc.?
However, after the first evidence of human art was created, many
scholars wondered what made caused this growth in creative cognition. A once meaningless act, creating works of art now had purpose,
not for any physical gain, but for metaphysical growth. Arguably the
most famous example of this spark of artistic necessity can be seen
in the great painted caves of France, Lascaux, and Spain (Hancock,
Supernatural 7).
Thousands of years after the logical explosion in early hominids
came the first examples of humans creating art. The origins of these
ancient cave paintings have been heavily debated. One twentiethcentury theory that is commonly entertained is that the paintings
were some way of tracking wild game in the area; however, recent
discovery of animal bones within the caves of Paris contradict this
theory (Hancock, Supernatural 68). Several bones discovered
within the cave were not the animals that early hominids had
painted on the walls. Furthermore, something curious about the illustrations also lies in the subject matter: depictions of half-men,
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half beasts, also known as “therianthropics” flood the caves. These
images are common experiences during psychotropic episodes
within the neocortex. This raises several questions: What compelled
these early hominids to create this art from their imagination, and
how did they gain the cognitive ability to appreciate strictly aesthetic
images? What motivated them to create art in such inclement locations? Who did they believe they were creating this for?
These paintings are between approximately 35,000 and 17,000
years old (Hancock, Supernatural 68-69). One of the most fantastical depictions of a hybrid creature is known as “The Sorcerer” (69).
The ominous painting was discovered in 1952 by Henri Breuil in
Trois Freres cave in France. The image depicts a creature with the
ears of a wolf, feet, legs and body of a human, eyes of an owl, antlers
of a deer, and tail of a horse and the claws of the lion, as seen in
figure 1 (Hancock, Supernatural 69). Not only does the imagery depict something fictional, but the amount of effort put into the image
truly shows the appreciation humans had for the image and its permanence. The carving is engraved a quarter-inch deep into the stone
and the illustration was curiously placed on the ceiling of the cave
(73). An intense level of imagination and physical endurance was
put forth while creating these paintings; many skeptical scholars
have begun to question if hallucinogenic visions really did influence
the early hominid.
Depictions of hybrid beasts are scattered throughout the ancient
caves of Europe. Remarkably, several of these “monsters” are
breathtakingly similar, though they appear thousands of miles apart
from each other and were created thousands of years apart. Specifically, this can be seen by the Bison-Man illustrations, as seen in figure 2 (Hancock, Supernatural 70). The paintings all portray the
head of a horned bison with the arms and mid-section of a human.
This representation can be seen in the Chauvet caves in France, the
El Castillo caves in northern Spain and the Fumane cave of Northern
Italy (7). The oldest in France is nearly 35,000 years old, the oldest
in Chauvet approximately 32,000 years old, and the most recent in
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El Castillo around 15,000 years old. This “supernatural” image must
have truly been sacred to these ancient humans to be repeated continuously throughout the span of 20,000 years.

Fig. 1. Photographic and artistic rendering of “The Sorcerer” by Henry
Breuil in 1952. Image retrieved from lrdrobinson.blogspot.com/2010/07/
art-history.html (see also Hancock, Supernatural 69).

Figure 2. Bison-Man of Chauvet (left) and Bison-Man of El Castillo (right)
(Chauvet et al.).
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One may question how these cave illustrations connect to ancient hallucinogenic consumption. Archaeologist David Lewis-Williams has performed interesting research in attempt to connect the
two occurrences (Hancock, Supernatural 71-74). During neuropsychological tests on subjects under the influence of hallucinogens,
Lewis-Williams observed an oddity that became known as “entoptic
phenomena.” Entoptic images are visual patterns that occur naturally within the retina. Unlike hallucinations, entoptic images are
not created by the brain; they occur via outside influences such as
light and color. The volunteers all reported seeing similar patterns
during their hallucinations, developing the assumption that the experiences could be a combination of entoptic images in the eye and
neurologically influenced visualizations. The volunteers also commonly reported encounters with half-beast, half-human creatures
during altered states of consciousness (71). These images continued
to appear far past the Paleolithic era and into the more sophisticated
rock art of South Africa approximately 14,000 years later.
Lewis-Williams was the first to connect South African rock art
and the Paleolithic cave paintings; these paintings became known as
San rock art (Hancock, Supernatural 72). The San people, also
known as Bushmen, are indigenous African tribes, spanning across
a large portion of Southern Africa, who represent the first recorded
human civilization in Africa (Lewis-Williams and Challis 10). The
ancient illustrations were believed to be painted by South African
shamans who were ancestors of the San people; this shamanistic
practice is still performed in the modern San villages (Hancock, Supernatural 72-73). While the oldest evidence of South African rock
art is upwards of 27,000 years old, the most fantastical images of
San rock art appear along the Drakensberg mountain range and are
radiocarbon-dated to be approximately 3,000 years old (Lewis-Williams and Challis 18).
Shamans in modern San society openly experiment with hallucinations, so it is understandable that these paintings of their ancestors shared that same influence (Lewis-Williams and Challis 13).
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The San way of life focuses heavily on the marriage between the
physical world and the “spirit world”; the San shamans work as a
bridge between these two realms (Hampson). Ancient San shamans
believed that to fully enter the spirit world, one must embrace the
traits of various animals (Lewis-Williams and Challis 23-24). This
raises the theme of therianthrope art, similar to the half-man, halfbeast entities depicted in the Paleolithic caves (Hancock, Supernatural 68). Shamans emphasized the need to paint the visions they
experienced into the mountainsides for the community to witness.
This alludes to the idea that hallucinogens were the fuel that compelled the early hominid to create art. A modern recreation of this
metamorphosis is displayed in figure 3.

Fig. 3. South African therianthropes by Kalahari artist Vetkat Regopstaan
Kruiper. Image retrieved from rozenbergquarterly.com/rock-art-researchin-south-africa-ethno-archaeology-oral-narratives-and-rock-art/.

Entopic imagery also makes a second appearance in San rock
art. Textbook examples of entopic visuals can be seen in the ancient
San Shaman illustrations of the human form (Lewis-Williams and
Challis 26-28). Human appendages were portrayed in an unrealistically fluid, zig-zag pattern (26). These specific lines and sharp zig-
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zag arrangements reflect entopic
shapes that appear during hallucinatory episodes (Hancock, Supernatural 72). The lines, being
processed by the eye first, are then
interpreted by the brain to form a
humanoid figure (Lewis-Williams
and Challis 26-28). These illustrations, as seen in figure 4, are the
product of the human brain witnessing entopic lines in the eye, then interpreting these lines through the
hallucinating neocortex, which is
constantly looking for human-like
figures and faces in random shapes
and patterns. When comparing the
pieces of art created during the
Paleolithic era and in the early
South African tribes, one can begin
Fig. 4. Conception of a human;
to see the repetition of unearthly
Drakensberg rock painting
themes that these very different civi(Lewis-Williams and Challis
26).
lizations shared; humans had become fully symbolic.
As humans became more aware of varying types of hallucinogenic plants, a new drug-fueled art form was established approximately 2,500 years ago, 500 years after the rise of San rock art
(Braun). Prominently produced by Amazonian tribes, the art involved developing pieces of sculpture to accessorize portable
amounts of ayahuasca, derived from a vine that grows specifically in
the Amazonian province (Braun; Metzner). The leaves and bark of
the plant contain psychoactive alkaloids that induce heavy bouts of
hallucinatory effects for hours at a time (Metzner). Ayahuasca accessories were ceramic sculptures that allowed the plant to be consumed quickly and easily (Braun). The creation of these beautiful
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ceramic pieces not only shows that hallucinogens continue to encourage artistic creativity, but also entertains the idea that hallucinogens induce artistic practicality, as seen in figure 5.

Figure 5. “Inhaling bowl
variations from the
Caribbean”; figure 5f
depicts a “buff-colored
ceramic
zoomorphic
(turtle-shaped) inhaling
bowl” from Barbados
(Fitzpatrick et al. 600).

The Amazonian people often ingested ayahuasca through the
nasal cavity. This custom lead to the creation of “snuff pots” (Braun).
These inhaling bowls were largely seen in the Chavin culture of Peru
and in parts of the Caribbean (Fitzpatrick et al.). The ayahuasca root
would be grounded up with a pestle and mortar and placed in the
dome of the piece. The bowls usually contained one or two spouts
that would be placed into the nose in order to snort the contents. As
figure 5f demonstrates, humans are still embracing therianthropic
themes in these snuffing devices that were seen in the ancient cave
paintings thousands of years before.
There has been a traditional belief within most of South America
that Amazonian ancestors frequently consumed ayahuasca (Fitzpatrick et al.). Scholars also have found sculptural works evidently
showing therianthropic beings with mucus or blood streaming down
their noses, as seen in figure 6 (Beyer). The design choices on the
inhaling bowls evoke a familiar shamanistic trance atmosphere that
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has been illustrated since the beginning of time. The drug is still legally used by shamans in many South American countries (Hancock,
Supernatural 43-44). Inhaling pots can be seen as a metaphor for
the evolution of drug use into a sophisticated tool that slowly advances to a practical, organized society.
With practicality
comes the construction of reason. This
newfound quality in
humans
compelled
the mind to search for
life’s answers. Scattered throughout the
Homo sapiens timeline, humans have
been inspired by psychotropic hallucinations to establish
mysticism as an institution. Early civilizaFig. 6. Ancient Chavin humanoid expelling fluid
tions attempted to
from the nose (Beyer).
find those solutions
through spirituality and organized religion. A newfound sense of
consciousness allowed humans to create the answers to the unsolved questions themselves.
Egypt was one of the earliest empires to practice versions of a
hallucination-dominated religion. Ancient Egypt was firmly rooted
in the spiritual world, emphasizing the importance of the soul and
the afterlife (Hancock, Supernatural 361-64). Shamans and oracles
were considered holy entities within the civilization. Egyptians worshipped “dream-like” states of consciousness (Hancock, “War on
Consciousness”). Egyptian ideology involves the theory of “Maat,”
which is the spiritual journey to connect with the soul. This necessity
for spiritual interconnectedness makes it very reasonable to believe
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the ancient Egyptians felt compelled to enter altered states of consciousness. This altered state of consciousness is suspected to be
what the Egyptians referred to as the “ankh” or immortal life. Egyptian art illustrates this obsession over consuming the “ankh” to expand on spiritual awareness, as seen in figure 7.
Egyptological research
has revealed that plants
containing the psychotropic
chemicals can be directly
correlated with Egypt’s religious practices. Recent
studies by biologist William
Emboden have revealed
that a plant known as the
blue water lily, Nymphaea
caerulea, was found to have
hypnotic and hallucinogenic effects (Hancock, Supernatural 360-64). This
lily grows abundantly along
the Nile. The consumption
of Nymphaea caerulea, is
often illustrated in Egyptian hieroglyphic, along
Fig. 7. Isis feeding ankh (immortal life) to
with mandrake and opium
Pharaoh Seti I (Hancock, “War on Conpods, as seen in figures 8
sciousness”).
and 9.
Egyptian hieroglyphics serve as an astonishingly detailed record
regarding hallucinogenic drug use. For instance, the hieroglyphic
depiction of the Judgement of Osiris, which depicts the mortal’s soul
value being weighed against the feather of truth, as determined by
Osiris’ scale of the Gods (Hancock, “War on Consciousness”). One
can again observe the theme of the half-man, half-beast, as seen in
figure 10 that is repeated often in history. This legendary religious
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lore in ancient Egyptian culture could very well be a hellish-themed
hallucination that broke past the internal walls of physical rationality and was interpreted as a mystical reality (Hancock, “War on Consciousness”).

Fig. 8. “Meriton, consort to Semenhkara, offers him two mandrake fruits
and a bud of narcotic blue water lily.
More of these flowers are held in her
left hand” (Hancock, Supernatural
361).

Fig. 9. “A scene of ritual mourning
in which dust is thrown upon the
head of a grieving widow as she
squats before a totem of narcotic
blue water lilies and incised capsules of opium poppies. Both facilitate a trance state appropriate to
mourning” (Hancock, Supernatural
362).
.

Fig. 10. Judgment of Osiris (Hancock, “War on Consciousness”).
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Outside of hieroglyphic evidence, there is an abundance of scientific evidence accumulated by Emboden to support this theory as
well. Opiate residues have been discovered in burial vessels in the
Eighteenth Dynasty tombs of Egypt (Hancock, Supernatural 361).
Autopsies of mummified remains have also discovered traces of narcotics such of opium and nicotine, while it has recently been proven
that the Egyptian “Tree of Life” is actually the Acacia nilotica, a
DMT-producing shrub (Hancock, “War on Consciousness”). When
it comes to scientific evidence, unfortunately, DMT leaves no trace
in mummies; excess amounts of DMT are eliminated from the human body within two hours of ingestion (Hancock, Supernatural
359-64). Currently, the only sources of evidence to support the use
of DMT-containing plants, such as the blue water lily, are the detailed depictions of the psychotropic plants in hieroglyphics.
Over 1,000 years later, in the year 800 BC, East Asian civilizations began spiritual practices in this same manner with the establishment of Hinduism. Reference to a holy substance known as
“soma” is riddled throughout the Vedic scripture of Hinduism (Hancock, Supernatural 338). Soma is one of the most notable religiously
used drugs in human history. Many mycologists believe soma to be
ergot, a species of psilocybin mushrooms that grows in small purple
clusters. These cluster-forms may explain why the Vedic scripture
often describes the soma as “fruiting bodies.” The Rigveda, the oldest of the Vedic scriptures, describe the soma as a beverage that is
pressed from a plant that transmutes the consumer into a supernatural existence: “We have drunk the soma, we are become Immortals,
we have arrived at the Light, we have found the Gods” (qtd. in Hancock, Supernatural 339).
Work by ethnomycologists Gordon and Valentina Wasson has
discovered isolated shamanic mushroom cults, consuming the same
psilocybin suspected to be the soma (McKenna 58-59). This is the
same breed of psilocybin that was hypothesized by McKenna to have
initiated the rapid evolution of human consciousness some tens of
millennia before (58). The ritual of drinking of soma is referenced
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continuously throughout all four ancient Vedic scriptures and is a
sacred rite in the shamanic tribes of India (54). The hallucinogenic
practices in early Hinduism are inherently familiar to the religious
trance obsession in ancient Greece.
As hallucinogens continued to modify how humans interpreted
their own existence, an interesting transition occurred: that of practiced spirituality, as seen in Egypt and Hinduism, to organized religion, as seen in Ancient Greece. The concepts of traditional religion
started to take hold of the Greek society. While Greece still employed
a polytheist belief system, the concepts of early churches, ritualistic
gatherings, and religious prophets, more similar to the Western notion of religion, started to take form. Greek ritualistic gatherings,
such as those in the Eleusinian Mysteries, showed those common
signals of psychotropic drug use that have been observed in virtually
every Homo sapiens society prior.
The Eleusinian Mysteries of Greece were initiations held within
the cult of Demeter, who is the mother goddess of harvest and agriculture (Wright 17-19). The cult centered on the promise of life after
death. According to Plato, the goal of the initiations was to “restore
the soul to the state at which it fell,” stressing that men must separate the soul from human life and allow it to be joined with the gods
(Warburton 197). At a certain point, initiates would drink a thick
communion known as “cyceon.” This concoction allowed them to
enter into the final stage of the ceremony (Wright 70-71). This elixir
has recently been discovered by scholars to be a hallucinogenic brew
(Hancock, “War on Consciousness”). After drinking the brew, the
initiates claimed they could see life after death (Wright 70-71).
Scholars like McKenna have acknowledged Greek cultures’ heavy affiliation with poppies and hypothesized that an opium tea may be
the source for the religious visions (McKenna 69-70). Scholars like
Carl Ruck have also conjectured that the cyceon could have elements
of the parasitic fungus known as ergot (Hancock, Supernatural
336). Ruck’s hypothesis is supported by recordings dating back to
the early seventh century in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, listing
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barley and mint as cyceon ingredients. Both of these substances
have the ability to produce hallucinogenic ergot.
Ancient Greek religion focused heavily on religious visions. The
Oracle of Apollo at Delphi was a perfect instance of this preoccupation with hallucinations. Delphi was a significant religious sanctuary
in Greece that housed the famous oracle of Apollo (Cartwright). The
oracle was a religious entity who spoke for the god Apollo, giving
predictions to city-states and individuals. The oracle would drink a
holy water before making the predictions, while inhaling a gaseous
material from a bowl, as seen in figure 11. The way she received these
visions is still debated, but many scholars believe edible hallucinogens or a gaseous drug to be the most rational explanation. Recent
geologists have even discovered noxious vapors that rise from fault
chasms below the area where the ruins of the Temple of Apollo lie.

Fig. 11. Oracle of Apollo performing a prediction ceremony. Image
retrieved from www.coastal.edu/intranet/ashes2art/delphi2/miscessays/oracle_of_delphi.html.
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When one experiences the awesome power that psychotropic
drugs could have had on human history, a valid question may arise:
If hallucinogenic drug use accelerated the evolution of human consciousness, why are we not evolving as quickly in the modern era?
An answer to this question could stem from the dominant institution that is the Western War on Drugs. Years of conditioning against
conscious-altering drugs has made it laughable for any modern
westerners to imagine a spiritual society, like that of their ancestors,
in the modern era. Though these same civilizations that emphasized
altered states of consciousness established the foundations for humankind, ritualistic drug use is now synonymous with cult activity
and third-world tribes. This once sacred activity now can result in
years of incarceration.
One of these illegal substances is DMT, which, ironically, is now
known to naturally be produced in the human brain (Hancock, “War
on Consciousness”). While contemporary Western society demonizes altered states of consciousness, big pharma continues to overprescribe tranquilizers to control undesirable mental “syndromes”
to children as young as five. Western society also continues to
proudly express its love of mind-altering drugs like alcohol, sugar,
and caffeine, which are all valued because of the way they alter consciousness. Graham Hancock goes as far as to say that this demonizing of hallucinogenic drugs has caused a stunt in human growth;
stating this “single-mindedness” has caused the increase in global
pollution, capitalism, nuclear war and world hunger (“War on Consciousness”). Hancock believes that only a naïve, one-sided, global
sense of consciousness could ever let these world atrocities occur.
These immense problems in modern society could be resolved by
common practices in problem-solving states of unconventional consciousness.
When Hancock asked Eastern shamans about the sickness of the
West, they said the explanation was fairly obvious: “You [westerners] have severed your connection with spirit. Unless you reconnect
with spirit and do so soon, you’re going to bring the whole house of
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cards down around your heads, and ours” (qtd in. “War on Consciousness”). These same shamans believe the holy ayahuasca is the
answer to this concern. Millions of westerners are beginning to notice the importance of this substance and travel to Amazonian ayahuasca centers to find this new sense of consciousness. Yet, even
renowned scholars like Hancock and McKenna are denounced for
proposing psychotropic-related historical theories; Hancock’s Ted
Talk on altered states of consciousness (“War on Consciousness”)
was even banned later after being published. It is a tall glass to swallow, but it is possible that this demonization of hallucinogenic plants
is the sole reason that humankind does not seem to be growing logically, artistically, or spiritually like our ancestors proficiently did
thousands of years ago.
In-depth research into the role hallucinogenic drugs played on
ancient humanity may seem repetitive, and that is because it is. Instances of psychotropic drugs constantly appear and reappear
throughout the ancient world. One can truly only observe these patterns in ancient art. In a period of humankind where most recorded
history has been lost, art becomes the only language of the ancient
world, and serves as the only evidence to support our theories. Without art to lead our assertions, theories around the Oracle of Apollo,
therianthropic imagery, and Amazonian shamanism would be lost
without their illustrative accounts.
The human brain has been exposed to an incredible factor that
has allowed the definition of consciousness to span limitless paths.
Hallucinogens act a as facilitator in the development of creative
thinking, fueling the creation of internal strategies and aspirations
that may well have stimulated the emergence of logical thinking,
creative activity, and religious practice. These three fundamentals
were once unimaginable concepts that the human mind could never
attempt to grasp. Psychotropic plants have inadvertently reorganized human consciousness and created the colossal power that
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has lasted thousands of years and has come to be known as the modern Homo sapiens, allowing us to recognize a characteristic we now
associate with “humanness.” ►►
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